Bitesize Slices of History from
Arts & Communication Magnet Academy

Bjorn Paige

Introduction
I’m a principal first and foremost, not an historian. From time to time I get accused of a poetic
sensibility that I’m happy to admit to. My research isn’t systematic or complete, my methods are
more heartfelt than thorough. And…
I bring a deep affection and genuine care to this modest history project about our little school.
My appreciation for our history, reaching back before we were us, back to the days of Dr. C.E.
Mason and the elementary school named in his honor, through the wild adventures of the early
‘90s, the refinement of the 2000s, and the creative exuberance of today, is profound. I hope I do
justice to this collection of tales, knowing that this is only a handful of the pixie dust that makes
for the magic of our school.
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1. Pausing to Reflect
Harry Truman was president in 1949, South Pacific opened on Broadway that year, and up on
Center Street a little school opened called C.E. Mason Elementary. Looking at an old photo of
the place it’s hard to believe the growth that has filled in the green spaces around campus.
Beaverton in the 1940s was a much different place than it is today, and while highways have
rolled out alongside C.E. Mason, houses have grown where fields used to be, and the landscape
looks completely different, the school at the heart of it all is still here, beating with the steady
rhythm of students arriving to learn.

This year is a big one in the history of our school, with a major renewal of campus set to begin in
the summer of 2019. Before this major construction, it seems right to pause and look back over
the years and the people who have called our school home since it opened in 1949.
Honoring the rich history of the school, over the months ahead I will do my best to celebrate
some of the stories of C.E. Mason Elementary and its transformation into the vibrant Arts &
Communication Magnet Academy it is today. Ours is a school with deep history, interesting
characters, and more than a few tales that will have your shaking your head in wonder.
That said, I’m a principal, not a historian, so I hope folks will be patient as I try to capture a slice
of history from the past seventy years, knowing my focus is always on helping support my
students today. Those students benefit, in my opinion, from knowing that they are a part of
something greater, new chapters in a grand story. The snippets I share won’t be all of that story,
but glimpses from the decades students have been filing in through our front doors.
I’ll do my best to post something every week from now until spring, and over the course of the
school year will try to provide a sense of the grand scope of our little school. Whatever your
connection with our school, I hope that you’ll find in these scribblings some familiar memories,
a few surprises, and an appreciation for just how much we are all alike whether we were here in
the 1950s, 1980s, 2000s, or today.
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2. Wending Toward School
“It has been a long siege, but at length it is over. Once more the
church bells may ring and the kiddies wend their way toward
school.”
-Beaverton Times after the 1918 Spanish
Influenza epidemic in Beaverton
The story of C.E. Mason School begins long before the first bricks
were fitted together in the late 1940s. To choose a starting point for
this tale one might pick up a newspaper from November 15, 1918.
Beaverton, Oregon was a small town in a rural state finding its way
in the early 20th century amid the challenges of world war and an
epidemic of Spanish Influenza.
In times of adversity the community pulled together, raising money
for the war effort, planning a celebration for armistice, and looking
to local leaders for reassurance and guidance. On that Friday in
November 1918, it was the single local doctor who provided that
comfort. Writing in the Beaverton Times, Dr. C.E. Mason told
citizens that it was safe again to open churches and schools, and that
once again students could get about the business of learning.
This value placed on education was apparent throughout the front
page of the paper that day, a note just beneath Dr. Mason’s letter
explaining that “Janitor Squires” had “used his vacation well” and
“thoroughly cleaned the woodwork of the high school building and
is having the blackboards in the grade school resurfaced. so that the
school will be like new for Monday.”
Enrollment grew in Beaverton schools over the years that followed,
and in 1920 Dr. Mason was elected to the school board with the
promise of ensuring that Beaverton schools were as good as those in
the big city of Portland. He was board chairman by 1929.
This civic engagement, city pride, and dedication to helping students was part of the spirit of
Beaverton in these interwar years. Dr. Mason’s pursuit of quality education for local students,
including his own kids, helped to define the school district he was helping to lead.
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The 1930s and 1940s saw even more growth in Beaverton and in 1947 the school district spent
$15,000 on farmland designated for a new grade school to help with overcrowding. That school
opened in the fall of 1949 as C.E. Mason Elementary. A year later epic growth prompted the
addition of nine more classrooms at C.E. Mason.
Almost seventy years later there are still students in
those same classrooms, reading, writing, learning, and
making art. Creative sixth through twelfth graders sit
today where the youngsters of 1949 once did, and
while C.E. Mason Elementary has changed much over
the decades, the impact the school has on the city of
Beaverton is as great now as it ever was. Next week
more than 700 students will “wend their way toward
school,” a school that our hardworking custodians have
spent summer vacation making “like new for
Monday.”
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3. Young Trumpeter
Everyone has a special something to offer inside of them. So I think that part of being a
composer, or an artist of any sort, is to find your own special gift and to nurture that, and don’t
worry about anything else. If you’re a writer of haiku or short story, whether you’re a painter in
oil or acrylics or collage, a dancer, a sculptor, it makes no difference. Find your own voice and
pursue it, and then back it up with technique and craft.”
-Morten Lauridsen
Morten Lauridsen has been described as an icon among choral composers. His works have been
nominated for Grammy Awards, earned him a National Medal of Arts, and are performed across
the United States and the world more often than just about any living choral composer.
Before any of that, before the awards and
accolades, the applause and the performances,
before shaking hands with the president or
having his work performed at Carnegie Hall,
back when he was a youngster in 1950, Morten
Lauridsen started playing trumpet in the school
band at C.E. Mason Elementary.
As a part of our school's historical
retrospective, I reached out to the composer
this summer, asking about his time at C.E.
Mason, and was rewarded with a charming
reminiscence of life in Beaverton in the 1950s.
C.E. Mason was a new school in 1950, large
windows looking out from solid classrooms, a
voluminous assembly room with a stage that is
now our library. Imagining a young Morten
Lauridsen playing trumpet on that stage is a
connection to history that our current students,
musical and otherwise, can relish. Like him
and his mid-century contemporaries, students
today are striving to find that “special
something to offer inside of them” that a more seasoned Lauridsen described in the 2012
documentary film of his life.
The 1947 architect’s drawings for C.E. Mason show details for the wooden doors our students
still open, doors a young Lauridsen would have passed through on his way to study Oregon
history, a favorite topic, as well as reading, writing, and arithmetic too. Even then future artists
had to meet state requirements in decidedly non-artistic subjects.
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In his six years at C.E. Mason, the
young trumpeter remembered
working most lunch hours in the
cafeteria, washing dishes so he could
have a free meal. I like to think that
this work ethic, rooted in his
formative years and expressed in the
same building our current art students
now inhabit, is in part responsible for
the prolific catalogue of musical
works the composer has built over the
decades spent in the busy city of Los
Angeles, where he is a professor at
USC, and the peaceful silences of
Waldron Island, where he composes
beneath the stillness of the woods.
Morten Lauridsen is a man of the
world, but a boy of Beaverton.
As boy, Lauridsen remembered being “patched up” by the son of Dr. C.E. Mason, himself a
doctor, after “being terrible spiked in the leg during a baseball game.” The small world of
Oregon was smaller yet then.
Life at C.E. Mason Elementary for a creative soul in the 1950s wasn’t however, without peril. “I
enjoyed most of my grade school teachers,” he told me. “Although I still remember distinctly the
art teacher disapproving of my green bunny rabbit in the third grade--there went my career as a
visual artist!”
If Morten Lauridsen were at ACMA today, we would frame his green bunny rabbit.
It is a pleasure to look back sixty odd years and see a picture of our school through the eyes of an
artist. Knowing the astounding work that would come later from this young trumpeter and
unconventional preadolescent artist puts a glow to his memories of C.E. Mason Elementary, and
might serve as a reminder to our current students of the long history of art at this special campus.
Lauridsen ended his reminiscences with a heartfelt comment that I hope many students would
agree with across the years. His life at C.E. Mason, he said, was “in all, a fine grade school
experience.”
These days, every morning in lieu of a first bell of the day we play music over the PA.
Tomorrow morning that music will be Chanson Éloignée. Our kids will be moved, the power of
art will swell in song, and the same halls that young Morten Lauridsen walked in 1950 will
reverberate with music composed by one of C.E. Mason’s favorite sons.
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4. If you build it…
It was hardly a year old
when they realized that the
new school wasn’t big
enough. Constructed in 1949
with just eleven classrooms,
offices, and an assembly
hall, C.E. Mason Elementary
School found itself not quite
able to accommodate the
postwar expansion that had
prompted its creation and
swelled the population of
Beaverton from in the late
1940s to the early 1950s.
In 1950 a library and another
seven classrooms joined the
original construction,
perched a bit higher on the
incline north of the original building, high enough to provide students for the past sixty eight
years with a ramp to climb on the way from the main office to the northernmost classrooms.
Builders added a play structure north of the assembly room in the early 1950s, which stood until
replaced with our familiar Quonset Hut in 1958. To the west of the extended wing of classrooms
students played in a courtyard looked out at through walls of windows, a temptation for flying
rubber balls in the 1950s as much as those same windows are today.
Inside the building, a team of educators greeted students with the energy always present in a new
school. Principal Esther Peer, whose alma mater Oregon Normal School (now Western Oregon
University) now has a scholarship named after her, was the first administrator in the building.
She oversaw eleven
teachers when C.E.
Mason opened its doors
in the fall of 1949, and
presided over the hiring
of a few more as the
school grew.
Around C.E. Mason
Elementary Beaverton
exploded with growth
as well. Highways,
neighborhoods,
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businesses, the history of Beaverton, Oregon is one
of great postwar boom.
And as town grew, students in the 1950s, wearing
skirts, slacks, and button down shirts, poured into the
school to learn the three Rs ...and a little art and
music too. C.E. Mason alum remember the bright
classrooms, both stern and kind teachers, and a sense
of fun.
Then, after 8th grade, C.E. Masonites trooped across
town to Beaverton High School, and later Sunset
High, taking with them memories of Miss
Moshofsky’s arts and crafts class, Mr. Gillmore’s
band, and the cafeteria downstairs. Life at C.E.
Mason prepared them for the greater world beyond
the rounded entryway at the top of the front steps of
their little school.
You can see living memories of the original C.E.
Mason building in its current incarnation: a wooden
door here, a fixture there, the assembly room’s
wooden floor beneath the carpeting of today’s
library.
Most schools have only one chance at the wild
energy of the opening years; this campus will have at
least three. And looking back through the fog of time
it’s clear to see that the foundation on which so much
history has been built is solid, and the notion that our
school is always outgrowing itself is ever present.
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5. “What are you going to be?”
A decade into its life, C.E. Mason Elementary was an established school showing children how
to behave in the world around them. Kids studied hard, played hard, and got the kind of advice
you can imagine a serious adult might wag a finger at the youngsters and deploy. Hearing stories
of the school from the 1950s and early 1960s is a reminder that the anxieties and playfulness kids
bring to school with them today are the same their parents and grandparents brought with them
when they were youngsters, and the concern and care educators and parents have for kids isn’t
all that different now than it was when Eisenhower was president.

Back then, however, the voice of education echoed over the school intercom.
“I could nearly write the message the principal read over the intercom every morning,” a C.E.
Mason alum told me this fall, recounting word for word the stentorian adult voice that filled the
school to start the day.
Are you going to be ‘Mister or Miss Daydreamer?’ Are you going to stare out the window all
day, thinking about your horse or favorite TV show and ignore your teacher? Or you going to be
‘Mister or Miss Ants-in-your-Pants?’ Are you going to wander around the room and not to your
school work?”
“Same speech nearly every day,” he remembered, the words as fresh in his mind today as they
were almost sixty years ago.
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Richard and his brother came to C.E. Mason Elementary as fifth and fourth graders, transferring
when their neighbor put up a fence to keep kids from walking through his driveway. New to the
school, he remembered sitting in Mr. Miller’s class and thinking that all the kids knew each
other. “I just wanted to fit in,” he told me. “Not stick out.”
The "Playshed" was Richard’s favorite place at C.E. Mason. “It was the big round topped play
area,” he recalled, describing the Quonset Hut that still stands just northwest of the main
building. “We played four-square, which was quite competitive and serious at C.E. Mason,
compared to Raleigh Hills. I had a friend named Larry who was overweight, but quite good. His
mom was a cook in the cafeteria at BHS. I didn't see him again until our 20th High School
Reunion. Everyone was raving how great Larry looked. He's lost weight and was very virile and
good-looking. He is now a physical therapist in Alaska. He told me that he was embarrassed that
everyone commented about his appearance. I asked him when he lost all the weight. He said,
"Years ago. I lost weight as soon as I got away from my mom's cooking."
Lunches were a big deal at C.E. Mason, which had a cafeteria in an age when not every school
did. Richard remembered once coming home from school and telling his mother that he had
discovered that he really liked beets. “I asked her why we never had them,” he said. “She was
silent for a while and then admitted my dad hated them, and that's why we had never had them in
my childhood.” Thank goodness for the C.E. Mason cafeteria.
But it was more than beets that stuck with Richard most from his days at C.E. Mason. For a
student who just wanted to be a part of the crowd and not stick out he had one major strike
against him.
On Richard’s first day in Mr. Miller’s class the principal did more than just quiz the kids about
what they were going to be. Richard remembered: “The principal announced on the intercom on
the first day of school that for the first time in the school's history, there were grandchildren of
C.E. Mason attending the school.” Richard and his brother.
To be the grandson of Dr. C.E. Mason meant more than a little notoriety. It also led to an
incident Richard remembered with fifth grade “horror.”
“The school had some kind of contest for being quiet on the bus, or not leaving litter, I forget the
specifics. The winning bus, we were told on the intercom, would have "C.E. Mason ride on the
bus with them." I was horrified. My grandfather was about 83. He had thick glasses, a big gut
and he shuffled when he walked. I doubted he could even climb the stairs of the bus. I couldn't
believe they would subject me to that kind of humiliation. I learned a few days later that C.E.
Mason was actually a stuffed tiger mascot that the principal kept in her office. She really had me
worried for a few days.”
Richard Mason’s memories paint a vivid picture of C.E. Mason Elementary. Like so many who
attended the school in those first dozen years, his are recollections of a time when order and high
expectations pushed up against the exuberance of youth. Competitive four-square, beets, and
stuffed tigers, 1960 feels a world away, and still just like yesterday.
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6. Safe Haven

Year after year the kids filed in. Smiling faces, eager learners, tears, scraped knees, victories and
defeats on the four square courts. From 1949 through 1974 C.E. Mason Elementary was home to
neighborhood kids, a solid foundation for future Beavertonians.
Students at C.E. Mason saw lots of change around them, both nationally as events of the middle
of the last century marched, lurched, and scurried this way and that, and closer to home with
additions to their campus that included covered walkways and a couple of different colored paint
jobs.
Looking back at photos of students from across the years is to see in youth what the country was
like through the cold war and into the turbulent 70s. In school pictures, the collars widen, hair
lengthens on both boys and girls, and formality gives way to a more colorful world.
By 1973, however, enrollment at C.E. Mason had dropped below 400 students, and in June of
1974 it closed its doors as an elementary school.
That’s not to say that C.E. Mason ceased to exist. In the fall of 1974 the building welcomed
students from Five Oaks Intermediate School who stayed for two years as their new campus was
being built. It was a new life for an old building, a renewal of sorts that would help to define our
campus for the rest of the decade.
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On September 4th, 285 students from Five Oaks moved onto
campus determined to make it their own. They filled classrooms
with music played on record players and doughnuts frying in
electric skillets in culinary arts. The Quonset Hut became home to
the basketball team, gymnasts, and wrestlers, and outside
administrators bundled up to supervise in the rain. (That last one
has been constant since Principal Esther Peer in 1949 and on up to
today. I’ll be heading out for lunch duty in the rain soon).
Five Oaks students had electives like woodcraft and tie-dying, and
students from 1974-1976 remember wearing the brightly colored
handmade t-shirts in the hallways.
The Bicentennial year saw students doing pull ups on outdoor metal
bars, sampling soup in the courtyard, and studying Spanish while
wearing the groovy designs our kids dress up in on 70s day during
Spirit Week.
All in all, Five Oaks made C.E. Mason their own for the two years
they were here, and the photos from the time suggest it was
fabulous! When they moved back to their home campus, I have to
imagine that a few missed the place they spent 1974-1976.
Greenway Elementary School followed Five Oaks, filling C.E.
Mason until their school was completed in 1980. In these “in
between” years our campus was, as Timberland Middle School will be for ACMA next year, a
haven for students in need of a place to learn.
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7. Get on the Bus
The decade of the 80s was a
transitional time for C.E. Mason’s
campus. District programs filled
the building, young scholars
visited campus for special
programs and child care was
established for teenage students
with babies of their own.
One of those elementary aged
students, G., who spent every
Thursday at C.E. Mason is now
an innovator for our district, a
teacher on special assignment and happy collaborator on our BSD Future Bus. G. remembered
getting on a yellow school bus at Cedar Mill Elementary and driving to C.E. Mason for
“enrichment” and active learning.
At C.E. Mason, he and students from other elementary schools dissected cow eyes, made stop
motion animation, and once simulated a medieval city. Taking one day a week, 20% of his 4th,
5th, and 6th grade years, to come to this little school where he was challenged, inspired, and
encouraged was life changing for for G. and the students from across the district given the
opportunity.
As a participant, he remembered, it was “awesome” to do the extremely hands on activities; as a
social practice, he reflected, “not so much.”
The 1980s were a time of tracking in education, and G. recalled that while a handful of students
from each class were allowed the bus ride to C.E. Mason for challenging curriculum and creative
thinking, those who remained in their elementary classrooms were offered instead an extra
chocolate milk at lunch.
The world of education has changed
greatly since then. Heterogeneously
grouped classes, hands on activities
integrated throughout the curriculum,
and innovators like G. hired to work
with teachers to bring creativity,
making, and doing into classrooms,
show that while once certain kids
were put on a bus to go to innovation,
now that innovation comes to all kids
...sometimes on a brightly painted
bus.
At C.E. Mason in the mid 1980s,
however, it was cadres of curious,
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hand-picked pupils who studied mental abstraction and spatial reasoning, learned science by
doing, and history through creative simulations. Technology loomed large for those students,
albeit on floppy disks, and creativity using that technology was expected and encouraged.
For any who believe that education has slipped in the past thirty years, I’d suggest that many of
those same approaches and activities that worked for the chosen few students can be seen on
campus today ...for every student. That, I’d argue, is progress.
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8. Growing Up
Just as the early 20th century doctor the school was named for was famous for his generosity,
kindness, and caring, in the years between 1974 and 1992 the campus of C.E. Mason opened its
arms for students of many experiences, challenges, and backgrounds. Beaverton’s Community
School called C.E. Mason home beginning in 1980, and a highlight of those open arms years
came when the area that was once the cafeteria became the home for Continuing Education for
Young Parents program, often known as CEYP.
The basement, now the counseling office and once the cafeteria, held a nursery for children from
one month to six years old. Parents entered through what is now the counseling office door and
were able to see their children play just to the right, in what is now the lobby, study-room, file
room, and bathroom. This area was divided by age groups and the other section of the basement
held a space for tutorials, a small cafeteria, and a place for social gathering. It also was the place
where the young parents would come to work on homework or prepare for tests.

The support staff for CEYP was located in the offices near the cafeteria, where they would help
some students study for the GED. At the same time, other students would take general core and
elective classes with the rest of the Community School “Masonites.”
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These years marked the transition of campus from serving elementary students to seeing
teenagers at C.E. Mason. Rooms built for youngsters were refurbished and remodeled for bigger
kids. It was the start of our school’s life with an eye toward life in the years after school, helping
young adults see futures where they could thrive.
Left alone, C.E. Mason might have remained a stable positive influence for years, but from the
start this has always been a changing and evolving educational landscape, and as the 1980s gave
way to the 1990s, the spark of an idea appeared.
This little campus was about to be changed by one of the most powerful transformative powers
around: Art.
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9.

“tappity-click”

“September 8th, 1992. The Grand opening of CE
Mason Arts and Communication high school.
Approximately one hundred and fifty high school
students came that anxious Monday morning
expecting something different than the ordinary
run of the mill (preppy) high school that most of
us have more or less attended in utter boredom.
Our expectations set a high standard for the CE
Mason staff, and we all wondered if it could be
met. As the year progressed, there were many
doubts as to the flexibility and quality of our
school, and there were some who gave it up and
returned to their home schools. But there were
also some new faces around the middle of the
year who had heard about our school and
decided to give it a try.”
-from the 19921993 yearbook
Students willing to try “something different.” It’s
a hallmark of Arts & Communication Magnet
Academy, as it has been since before ACMA
was ACMA.
In the fall of 1992 our little art school burst into
existence with a flash of color. While the school
kept the C.E. Mason name on the curve above the front doorway and the powder blue trim
around the building, inside the hallways resonated with teenage voices and the classrooms
became places where students created art.
Those students, so very many of them sporting flannel shirts and mischievous smiles, drew,
wrote, and worked with clay. They painted, made music, and a lived life unconventionally.
Peek inside that first yearbook, its cover adorned with an incongruous dragon, and you’ll see
faces that look like they could belong to students today, students at pottery wheels, students
laughing in wainscoted hallways, students mugging in the courtyard beneath a basketball hoop.
Mixed in with the student mug shots, which aren’t divided by grade level and are not quite in
alphabetical order, you’ll find photos of Humphrey Bogart, Charlie Chaplin, and Barbara
Streisand, artistically mature tastes in stark juxtaposition to the playfully sophomoric senior
quotes.
And so much flannel.
That yearbook dedicated three pages to student poetry, and even more to student artwork. One
poem captures the spirit of the times, the longing of the creative soul, and the tools a poet took to
her craft in 1992.
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I can hear that typewriter clicking in our unnamed poet’s bedroom. See her rolling up the paper,
taking it out of the machine, and submitting it to the yearbook editors. That poetic sensibility is
as real in 2018 as it was a quarter century ago.
Today, looking back at Arts and Communication in its first year means pouring through slides,
bags of them. To do this as well as possible, yesterday some intrepid ACMA photography
students found a slide projector, learned how to load it, and set up shop in my office, projecting
on a blank wall.
As they clicked through the images, clunk-clunk, clunkclunk, they marveled at the differences on campus (there was
a second basketball hoop!), puzzled whose room was shown
in the the photos (Ms. Chapman and Ms. Fanning’s rooms
were once combined as the library), and laughed at the
abundance of plaid shirts. So. Much. Flannel.
In a week or so we’ll put together a grand slideshow
(literally slides, clunk-clunk, clunk-clunk) at lunch to look
back at the early 90s. If it goes well, we could add a sequel
with the stack of slides from 1998 and 1999.
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But in its first year, Arts and Communication at C.E. Mason was finding its voice, a voice filled
with wit and whimsy. It knew it didn’t want to be an “ordinary run of the mill (preppy) high
school” but just how it would get there was still blank space on a map.
In the 1992-1993 school year the portables were still used by other district programs, and A&C
students still shared space with community school and CEYP. They were together, however, at
the opening of a journey whose
possibility stretched forward like
something out of Tolkien. That they
would be unconventional, there was
no doubt. What that would look like
...just wait and see.
When graduation arrived in June of
1993 it was announced with a red,
white, and blue banner touting Arts
& Communications (the first use of
an ampersand I’ve seen in the
school’s name, and the unusual
plural of the second descriptor).
About twenty seniors crossed the
stage that year, in front of a quilt
hung on the wall.
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They smiled for cameras, hugged one another, and left their mark on the DNA of our school.
These founding mothers and fathers, the first to jump into the unknown that would become
ACMA, prepared the way for every student since who has taken a deep breath, looked out at the
world through artistic eyes, and decided they wanted “something different.”
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10. Springing to Life

One of the most shocking differences between campus in 1993 and 2018 is the greenhouse.
Show photos of the place to current students and staff and jaws drop. “How big is that?” isn’t an
uncommon reaction, nor is “Here?” But get past the images of lots of four-square courts, an extra
basketball hoop, and powder blue trim on our building and you’ll see something familiar.
Students from 1993 look like they could walk ACMA’s hallways today. Looking at photos of
young sculptors, painters, and musicians, the founding mothers and fathers of our school, is a
reminder that while hairstyles change, the spirit of creativity is as strong as ever decade after
decade.
In the second year of Arts & Communication,
the creative spirit was very strong.
Jean Pence was the principal of Arts and
Communication in 1993, and she remembers
“walking into an old elementary school building
that was trying to adjust to having high school
students roam the halls and occupy the
classrooms.” In its second year, this “fledgling
program” was busy making art, making
meaning, and figuring out what it meant to be
someplace different.
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“Sometimes we didn’t agree on what our mission was,” Jean remembered. “Sometimes there
were struggles among the ninth and tenth grade team members and the eleventh and twelfth
grade team members. Sometimes there were struggles between the staff and the administration.
Often there were misconceptions from the larger schools and community about our students.
Students were bright and articulate, albeit dressing a bit different.”

Those differences extended beyond clothing; students at A & C, as it was sometimes called,
thought divergently and approached life and school from a different point of view. Playful,
creative, and iconoclastic, most were focused on those two defining words: arts and
communication.
You see that in the beautiful audacity of the
artwork they created: giant sculptures, huge
canvases, and lots and lots of poetry. Students
wrote, danced, and made art. Music, movies,
murals were all a part of life on a campus
becoming its own.
By the spring of 1994 some of the most iconic
Mona Lisa murals were up in the hallways: the
flannel Mona Lisa, the Dog Mona Lisa, and the
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abstract Mona Lisa that hangs near
the Tom Marsh Gallery today. Tom
Marsh was teaching in 1993-1994.
During this second year, students
were making the school theirs with a
prom, open houses, and an end of the
year picnic.
The program was growing in the
1993-1994 school year, like the
plants in the greenhouse, nurtured by
the sun of creativity, the water of
hard work, and the constant tending
of passionate people who cared
deeply about the arts.
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11. New Times
In 1994 Arts & Communication High School was
under construction. Hammers, saws, and pliers show
up on the cover of the yearbook, and in a photo that
could be a synecdoche for the year, the profoundly
creative multi-faceted Mona Lisa just outside of the
dance room in the main hallway is captured in
progress, a work of art not quite done.
Art in progress was a reality at Arts &
Communication in our school’s third year, just as it is
with construction looming today.
Marisa Gonzalez was an eleventh grader that year,
and one of three students to paint the film mural above
room #104 in the front of the school. She and her
friends Ian and Aaron “painted it as a project for
Spanish class during our Junior year, with the promise
to our teacher Susan McKinney we would be
practicing our conversational Spanish while we were
painting."
Marisa recalled that "Susan was also my Ohana teacher that year. I remember how easy she was
to talk to and coming to her with my ‘boy problems.’ That was probably one of the most
refreshing things about the school, feeling like we were in a partnership with the teachers and
that they valued our ideas. The teachers created the framework, but as students we were also able
to help shape the school into what we wanted it to be. I think Tom Marsh had a lot to do with
creating that culture of mutual respect between teachers and students. It was awesome to feel
listened to by adults.”
That respect and connection between staff and students has been
a defining trait of Arts & Communication since the beginning,
and is still one of the realities valued by the adults and students
who make up our school. Rooted in the caring work of our
founding mothers and fathers, care and kindness are as
important in our history as art and communication.
The 1994-1995 school year marked a turning point for Arts &
Communication, with the graduating class the “last of the
original test group” who opened the school. Those 78 seniors
were a creative bunch, painting, writing, working with clay,
making music, and making a difference.
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...and sometimes making mischief. Marisa, that
muralist, also served on the yearbook staff and
recalled “Yearbook was also a blast. I remember
working weekends where it was just the
yearbook staff and our supervisor Deb Monnier
at the school, doing layouts. Back in those days
it was all done by hand, cutting and pasting
everything into place. Deb let us play music over
the PA system (usually the Violent Femmes),
and on breaks we would push each other on rolly
chairs down the long ramp in the hallway. Deb
would always warn us to be careful, and we
would jokingly say, ‘Okay, Mom.’"
But along with that laughter, and humming along to New
Times some real learning, and long term skill building, sidled in
alongside the silliness. Marisa added: “We loved our yearbook
Mom and she taught us a lot. I'm now a graphic designer
working on the yearbook that really helped give me a good
foundation for my future career path. I had done yearbook in
junior high, but there it felt more like the adults were in charge
and we were just there to follow directions. With Deb, she let us
take charge. It's always nice as a teenager to have adults trust
you. She even let us sneak a few 'easter eggs' into the yearbook.
Our senior year, a couple of former students, Trevor and
Mahlon, came by to visit. They had graduated the year before
and were on the yearbook staff previously. Somehow we decided
that it would be really funny if we snuck them into the yearbook.
So we took their pictures and added them in among the actual
seniors. I still giggle when I flip through my old 94/95 yearbook
and see them in there.”
As the school evolved, becoming
something more than a fledgling program, so too the building was
remodeled to meet the growing needs of Arts & Communication. New
science labs and a new stage sprang up on campus, the dust and wet
paint a part of the school’s life throughout the year.
Even amidst this hammering and sawing, at Arts & Communication
the spirit of creativity flourished. Students photographed their world,
performed on stage and off, and produced a yearbook complete with
silly photos.
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Arts & Communication served
as a place where those students
in the silly photos became
young adults, where they began
to set the trajectory of their
lives, lives as diverse and
interesting as they were (and
are) and colored by the
imaginations fostered in
classrooms on the evolving C.E.
Mason campus.

A few pictures from the 1995 yearbook, including two graduates from 1994.
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12. The Moving Pictures of Blank Canvas Types

“The kids were dedicated to walking their own paths, determined to celebrate the things they
found for themselves and not the things the mainstream culture offered them. They were the kids
with the leather jackets, the ‘weird’ haircuts and the love for music you didn't hear on the radio.
They marched to their own drum beat.” Film teacher Kevin Bennett smiled remembering his
students from the mid 1990s. “All of them took on learning as something they did for
themselves, discovering new philosophers, writers, books, bands and artists. They were
downtown Portland kids, at Powell's Books and The Satyricon Nightclub and performing in their
own bands or poetry readings. They were close to one another and supportive.”
Photos from Arts & Communication High School’s early years are
a beautiful reminder that our school has always been a home for
those who think just a little differently. The colored hair, elaborate
eye makeup, and not quite mainstream look that defined A & C
then is one that feels familiar to students who walk our hallways
today. Those photographs from the 1990s capture moments in time,
but for a living breathing look at our school from that time one only
needs to look as far as our student filmmakers.
Those student movies, taken with a clunky video camera perched
atop a student’s shoulder, are moving pictures of a time at Arts &
Communication that feels both as recognizable as today and
somehow very, very long ago.
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This fall, Adin, a current ACMA senior, took a box of
dusty VHS tapes from the mid 1990s and went
through the laborious effort of converting them to
digital files. Boisterous, boozy, and comfortable
showing everything from gunfights to cigarettes, these
films are time capsules from an era when social
expectations and rules of propriety seemed very, very
different than they are at schools today. They are also
beautiful moving images of our campus as it was
during the Clinton administration.

Got Orange?, a short film by Brandon Rubesh,
Kevin Coe, and Tim Baldwin takes audiences
inside the student lounge, down the hallways of
a school before they were filled with murals, and
out onto a backyard complete with a giant tree
that toppled in a later windstorm. The portables
are there, as is the principal’s office, but both
look different than they do today, as does the
blue trim of the school, the chalkboards and the
thick TV’s of an age before contemporary
computers, and a parking lot full of sharp edged
cars and trucks. It’s fun, however, to see the
halls filled with students making movies,
laughing, and looking a lot like they do in 2018.
Jay and Peter gave a wink and a nod to their filmmaking class in their offering How to Slack Off
in Video 1. Students watching the film today marvel at the antiquated technology, the lack of a
performing arts center, and the
“extra” basketball hoop in the
courtyard, yet they seen in these
filmmakers the familiar wit of high
school students, and the variety of
camera angles taught to ACMA
filmmakers today.
Capturing the sound and spirit of
the ‘90s was Joe Carpenter’s
music video, a meandering tour of
campus that allows us to peek into
classrooms as they were almost a
quarter century ago. With the
growl of grunge as a soundtrack,
our flannel clad protagonist selects
a CD, puts it absurdly on a record
player, and proceeds to stroll,
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crawl, and lounge through campus showing a hundred little differences and more than a few
similarities to campus today.
There’s a beautiful iconoclasm to each of these filmmakers, and others whose content prompts
the principal I am to not post them on YouTube. They are a reminder that for decades there has
been no more filmed campus than ACMA.
These creative souls made the movies they
wanted to make under the tutelage of an
instructor who loved and valued them for
who they were. As Mr. Bennett said:
“They were the kids who ‘didn't fit’ into
the mainstream. They forged their own
paths. That's why so many of them were
fearless enough to come to a school that
had just been created. They were not
interested in being a part of something that
had already been formed, they were the
blank canvas types, ready and willing to
paint their own ideas and create their own
experiences, to make a new kind of
school.”
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13. The Sequels
Every movie that gets a positive response seems to end up with a sequel these days, and after a
nice reaction to the three student shorts from the mid 1990s a couple of weeks ago it seemed
natural to go back to the vault and find another handful of student films to share from Arts &
Communication’s past.

Watching these is a reminder that audiences bring their own perspectives to any viewing. Grads
from around the time might spot themselves in the videos. Current students notice the walls that
haven’t yet been covered with murals. A sentimental principal like me sees just how much the
students from a couple of decades ago seem like the kids who walk the halls now. I see in the joy
and daring, the humor and pathos, the laughter and hijinx, a commonality between A&C students
from 1996 and ACMA students from 2018. ...and it is wonderful.
This quartet of films captures that madcap spirit of the time and some of the energy student
artists brought to our school. With haunting imagery, a vintage telephone booth, and a look at
campus (complete with giant
greenhouse), the first student film is
both familiar and otherworldly. In it
you can see the techniques Mr.
Bennett, their film teacher, helped
the young Kurosawas learn and
employ.
Mr. Bennett shows up in the second
film, Mr. Bennett’s Pain. As electric
guitars wail, a wig clad student steps
into film class and proceeds to make
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mischief at the expense of what one
supposes was precious technology at the
time. Mr. B’s extended reaction shot (84
seconds ...wow!) alone is worth the price
of admission.

Another dreamy entry in the mid 90s
pantheon of A&C films comes in an
untitled exploration that is an experiment
in angles and contrast. It’s hard to be sure
what exactly you’re seeing, though the
wainscoting and some corners of campus
feel familiar.
The longest of these four films is God
Bless You Mr. Rosewater, a sprawling epic of close-ups and expressions. Watching God Bless…
is like peeking at an Arts & Communications home movie. More than perhaps any student film
I’ve seen from the time, this adventure in images and sound seems to snare the school’s zeitgeist,
and the result is beautiful.
From the PLAY that
occasionally shows up in the
upper corner of the films from
time to time to the
unapologetically poetic
sensibility shared by so many of
the movies, these time cinematic
capsules are a precious reminder
of what life was like at that
creative school where kids made
art, made connections, and made
sense of their world.
Only one of these films had any credits (at least on the cut found in that box in the film room),
though the filmmakers and their peers would certainly be able to assign credit (or blame) pretty
quickly. From my view so many years later, I choose to see them all as the manifestation of the
spirit of creativity, brought to existence by the collective effort of student artists who lived life
artistically.
Art is magical, and finding treasures like these is a treat for all of us, whether A&C was our
school in the 90s, 00s, or today. My appreciation goes out to the students who helped to create
this art, the current student who helped save it from the dangers of time, and everyone watching
who give it new life again.
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14. Gallery
An art school needs an art gallery. That makes sense. In 1995, for an art school housed in a
building that was constructed as an elementary school almost fifty years earlier, having an art
gallery meant making an art gallery. And that meant work.

In the fall of 1995 it was Arts & Communication students who rolled up their collective sleeves
and transformed a space that had been an office and switchboard room in another life into
something special. Debbie Teeter, an A & C staff member at the time, recalled that “the walls
were wood and we primed and painted them white. That primer was noxious!”
Fumes didn’t slow down the students.
They prepped and painted, set up space to hang paintings, drawings, and photographs, and built
plinths to hold sculpture. By its opening, the gallery smelled better, and the folks who came in to
see the student art witnessed something special: a big step forward for the little art school that
could.
When it came to naming the gallery, and all good galleries should
have names, the choice was easy.
Tom Marsh was a member of Arts & Communication’s original core
staff, and his student centered approach to education helped shape
the school. Before his time at A & C he’d worked on staff at
Beaverton’s Community School and taught Social Studies at Sunset
High. With a perspective on governance learned in part as a member
of the Oregon House of Legislature from 1975 to 1979, he didn’t just
teach government and civics, he lived them, and he encouraged in
his students to have a voice.
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Those voices sometimes manifested themselves in
art, like the clay masks that hung above the black
stencil reading: TOM MARSH GALLERY.
You can spot Tom Marsh in student films from his
time at A & C, usually playing the heavy in a
parody of some kind (advising James Bond,
counseling Luke and Darth Vader). There’s a
playfulness there that one can imagine was a part of
his teaching life as well.
If we describe those early 1990s students as the
founding mothers and fathers of our school, Tom
Marsh might be thought of as ACMA’s guiding
grandfather.
Today the masks that those students put on the wall
above the Tom Marsh Gallery are still there, and
they’ll be brought with us to our new building and
reinstalled exactly as they are now in the fall of
2021. Art schools need art galleries, and ACMA
needs the Tom Marsh.
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15. “Be bold and creative and unique”
Kreeya attended Arts & Communication High School from 1995 to 1998. She was in Mr.
Bennett's and then Mrs. Von Bergen's Ohana, and remembers the school offering video
production, creative writing, publications, printmaking, painting, ceramics, Japanese, Spanish,
horticulture, and photography. “I hesitate to mention just how little math and science (which
were only offered as electives) I received during those years,” she recalls. “Those were
experimental times, after all.”

But even more than the classes offered, A&C was defined by its culture, and Kreeya explained
that “once in, it was easy to find oneself in something of a culture shock. At Arts &
Communications High School it was normal routine to see students sprawled in the hallways
with sketch books, teachers and students engaged in conversation about current affairs, and
groups of teenagers with colorful hair, unlikely piercings, and counterculture fashion mingling in
the student lounge. It was the late 90’s. Teenagers were finding their subcultures. There were
ravers and industrial kids. Goths and punks. There were people who wore capes and those who
spent their days devoted to artistic pursuits.”
Those artistic pursuits yielded profound results, both in terms of art and artists. Students would
leave A&C and go on to be professional musicians, artists, teachers, and activists. They would
go into politics and theatre, social work and fashion. The adults they would become, engaged,
creative, and passionate about their pursuits, were forged at least in part by their time in school,
when as they created art, students at C.E. Mason created their community.
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“What we didn’t have in academics, we made up for in social and
emotional education,” Kreeya explained. “It was in high school
that I first saw democracy in action. I felt the power of giving
people a voice, even if no action could be taken. I felt valued in
the community, like I could make a difference just by being there.
Students were allowed to take risks and make mistakes. Often our
teachers were closer to us than parents and were able to give the
kind of guidance we needed in the moment. We had monthly allschool ‘Town Hall’ meetings where students aired grievances and
offered suggestions. We painted murals to make our environment
reflect our interests and sense of humor.”
Those murals still look down on ACMA students, and that spirit
of community, those connections between students and staff, and
that attitude that invites risks and
mistakes are alive and well. More
than most places, ACMA
welcomes those students still finding themselves, as the founding
mothers and fathers did in the 1990s. The care and connection
those students brought to our school has lasted longer than any
individual faculty member, any administration, or any policy at
ACMA. The foundation of respect, acceptance, and
understanding of the power of art is as solid now as it was then.
This winter Kreeya told me that long after graduation she “was
approached by a mutual friend who graduated from AMCA in
2001. He pulled me aside and thanked me and our generation of
students. He said that we had set a standard for what it meant to
be treated with respect as a student. He said that those early years
inspired other classes of learners to be bold and creative and
unique. He mentioned how powerful it was to walk down the
same halls, following a well worn path of youthful artistic
expression. Those earliest years helped all that followed visualize an artist identity. It made it
seem attainable. Now just about 25 years later, that history of success in the creative fields is
ingrained in the culture of the school and I couldn’t be
more proud to be a part of that.”
All those students, from the 90s, the 2000s, and beyond
should feel proud of the contributions they made. The
way hasn’t always been easy (the next couple of posts
will be a nod to that, so hang on tight if you like the
happy parts of stories, I promise it will all come around
in the end), and the path to where ACMA is today is
certainly full of bends and switchbacks, hills and
obstacles, but thanks to the compass created by these
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early students, with a true north that points toward what
matters most, the journey continues to move in the right
direction.
“Some years after high school,” Kreeya told me “Mrs.
Von Bergen came into the sandwich shop I worked at.
‘That school was a moment in time,’ she said as she
rounded out her greeting.”
Indeed it was, and even more, it was the start of
something bold and creative and unique.
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16. This is the end
My goal in sharing some Arts & Communication history has never been to write either a
hagiography or exposé, but rather to capture a little bit of what the school was like in years gone
by. That means digging into old boxes buried in storage, reaching out to former students and
staff to ask questions, and following leads wherever they go in search of stories worth telling. It
also means hearing voices that don’t only walk on the sunny side of the street. It means
embracing our school’s identity as a place of artists and divergent thinkers (certainly) and also
rebels and hippies and scruffy headed nerf herders.
The late 1990s saw big changes at our little school, and to do that time justice it’s important to
look not only at the official history. After all, it was an ACMA grad who told me: “ACMA taught
me that history is propaganda.” Perhaps it is.
This modest collection of memories is far from comprehensive. For every story I’m able to share
another hundred swirl in the collective memory of past students and staff. Some of those stories
are far richer and more complete than any I’ve told or will tell, and I think that’s okay too.
It doesn’t mean that I won’t keep chasing stories, sharing those I can, and doing my best to be,
as Shakespeare called it, “a cipher to this great accompt.” That said, I know I can’t do it alone.
Another former A&C student wrote to me to share his memories from the fall of 1999, prefacing
his story with these words: “this is my experience, and an unspoken history that most don't
remember and if they do, they probably gloss it over. Here it is…”
And so, to my Masonites and ACMAaniacs, here is another view of our school, circa 1999…
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Right now I see how quickly all of the things that have made C.E. so admirable are diminishing.
There are moments when I walk down the hall and feel like a stranger at a school that I’ve felt at
home in for four years. It’s as though the halls don’t want to keep me in their arms anymore,
they only want to push me through. After all, it is not the halls that made our school what it is,
but the incredible people inside them. Now many of those people are gone, and those still here
are lagged down with the same feeling, and have little energy to hold on. This energy has been
the life force behind our school from the beginning. Without it, it is doomed for failure, no matter
what form it may take in the years to come. There is no question in my mind that the spirit of
C.E. Mason is on its last legs. This friend that we all have grown so close to is dying.”
-Ellen Greer, 1998-1999 Arts & Communication High School Yearbook.
Arts & Communication started as a big idea. Creativity, art, freedom, these were the watchwords
of the founding mothers and fathers, the students and staff who took up residence in the sturdy
building that had once been C.E. Mason Elementary. In these wainscoted hallways, in the
Quonset Hut that had been a gym before it was a theatre, and in the converted classrooms that
had once taught reading and writing to the postwar youth of Beaverton, this intrepid group of
adventurers slashed a trail through the overgrown jungle of possibility.
Then, not yet ten years in, changes came to C.E. Mason that felt to some like clear cutting had
come to the rainforest.
“Magnet Academy” got added to “Arts & Communication” and with it came policy changes
about maintaining a specific grade point average, auditioning to get in, and more.
Some things looked the same;
students still made music, wrote
poetry, and shot and edited their own
films. Sculpture, painting, and
drawing mattered much, and if you
were looking for the school with the
most young novelists, A&C was the
place, but the silly mug shots weren’t
quite as silly as some years past,
you’ll find no poetry or student
cartoons in the 1998-1999 yearbook.
At one point in the year the
readerboard out in front of the school
read: ARTS + COMMUNICATION
= ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE.
One student from the time called it the "domestication" of Arts & Communication. Others chose
words that wouldn’t be reprinted in a family newspaper.
There was still a spirit of iconoclasm in the students and some of the staff. Tim, who graduated
in 1998 remembered his final day at A&C:
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“As was tradition, light hearted pranks on favorite teachers occurred with regularity during this
final week. We had been warned to keep it light and safe and to not damage the building or
people, but very few of us heeded the warning. On our final day, a small band of A&C warriors
hatched a plan to prank Orestes
Yambouranis."
“What had to have been a months’
worth of paper towels and toilet
paper were pilfered from the
custodian. The group then
proceeded to TP the entirety of
Yambo’s room. Every light fixture,
every window, and surface that
could be covered in paper…was.
The effect was otherworldly,
creating a disorienting effect with
ropes of paper towels hanging like
vines from the ceiling. I’ll never
forget the reaction we got from Yambo. A momentary flash of shock, and then utter boyish glee
“It’s better than snow!” he exclaimed as the whirled through the maze of paper screens pulling
them down on top of himself.”
As Tim told me this fall, “this simple send off prank typifies my experience at A&C, with staff
and students often experiencing moments of shock that quickly were replaced with glee.”
Some, it seems, stayed shocked.
Talking with students from the late 1990s is an experience in torn hearts and raw emotion. Even
years later, for many their memories of school are complicated and understandably sad.
I had coffee with Peter, whose student film made it in an earlier post in this little history. He
remembered the school-altering change that occurred when a new policy required all students to
retain a 2.0 grade average or be told to
leave the school. Students who fell
below a 2.0 received a letter informing
them that they were no longer allowed
to stay at Arts & Communication High
School. It was a sea change from the
earliest days of A&C, a shift that left
many reeling.
Peter captured his experience in his
heartbreaking essay The Day I
Crucified Myself, a reminder to any of
us in education just how much our
actions matter to those students who
make up our schools.
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And Peter wasn’t alone.
Lisa left A&C around the same time as Peter, on to pursuits of her own beyond the walls of C.E.
Mason. Looking back now on the time now, a creative adult whose life has transcended any
teenaged experience, there was a smile in her words as she told me “What a brilliant assembly of
creative degenerates we were!”
When the school opened in 1992, as one early staff member said, the only students who were
daring enough to come to A&C were kids who’d gotten Ds or Fs. Now they weren’t allowed to
stay.
It reminded some of that Doors song:
Of our elaborate plans, the end
Of everything that stands, the end
No safety or surprise, the end
I'll never look into your eyes again
The end.
For some students, like Peter, the end was all too real. For some, like yearbook editor Ellen, the
end came with graduation and the lingering fear that “all those like me who need a school like
this” may “fail because they never had a chance to succeed.”
A couple of student filmmakers made a video eulogy, an Ode to C.E. Mason ...to the tune of
Johnny Cash’s San Quentin.
For a generation of C.E. Masonites, something special was over.
And…
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17. Ch-Ch-Ch-Changes
What happens when an artist splashes the wrong color on a painting, or the sculptor watches her
armature buckle under the weight of the clay?
They recover, blot up the paint, pick up the pieces, and get about making art.
Jazz musicians don’t stop when a trumpet misses the note, or the piano drops a phrase. They
can’t. Their art compels them. When the song goes kittywampus and the audience is in that free
fall of uncertainty, what is it that the best musicians do?
Lean into it.
And those actors over in the theatre, what is it they say when they’re improvising?
They say: Yes, and…
As the 20th century
disappeared, the world starting
to worry about the Y2K bug and
listening to Prince’s ode to
1999, life at Arts &
Communication Magnet
Academy shifted gears. Was it
different than it had been
before? Yes, and…
After the changes: staff, policy,
and vision, school opened in the
fall.
Beneath the circular portico,
from which the words “C.E. Mason” had been removed, life kept going at Arts &
Communication Magnet Academy. Students painted and drew, made music, made art, and began
to dance.
“That first year was rough,” remembered Judy Chown, who came to ACMA as a staff member in
1998. “The District wanted a magnet school but that was not communicated clearly to the parents
and staff. The staff was upset, and some left at the end of that year. The parents were upset and
the students were upset. We began a PTA that year and the meetings sometimes had 200 angry
parents shouting at the principal, unhappy with the perceived changes. There were some
wonderful parts to the old; the sense of security and community, art as a focus, but the old A&C
needed a makeover, and we took on the challenge with a vengeance.”
While the ACMA staff set about creating a mission statement — a challenge that led some to
walk out of the initial staff meetings and later the school itself, branding the school, and
articulating its arts focus, the students at ACMA did what they did best: create. Pushing up
against the world, students embraced their free spirited sense of adventure and made art.
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Look in The Savant, ACMA’s new school newspaper, and you’ll find a two page spread on the
music scene at “our own Rock and Roll High School.” Cataloguing student bands, including the
band-hopping intrigue of talented student musicians, the article ends with the line: “Are you
surprised at the amount of talent your high school has? You shouldn’t be. Have pride and respect
for your Rock and Roll High School. There is no other quite like it.”

There certainly was no other place quite like it; ACMA was not a comprehensive high school,
and proudly so. As Amelia Romaine, the editor of the 2001 yearbook, wrote: “To say that you go
to a school that’s out of the ordinary shows you really care about what you are doing with your
education. You’ve taken the next step to show you will not be pushed around and that you value
your personal voice.”
Students were finding ways for their voices to be heard at this changing school. Things were
different than they had been, but as Shanyelle King said at the time: “It’s not the rules that make
this school great, or the amount of money that’s in the budget. What makes this school great is
the people who walk down the halls every day; the teachers who don’t mind taking a few
minutes away from their energy packed lectures to inspire you; the students who support and
inspire one another. This school’s spirit isn’t necessarily about football teams and pep rallies, it’s
about people caring about each other and creating an environment in which the students and
teachers care enough to want to show up.”
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One of the fundamental changes in the opening years of the 21st
century was the emergence of dance at ACMA, and Dance West in
particular. Over the years few programs have matched this preprofessional company, which has launched students to dynamic
professional lives of dance.
This addition of more performing arts broadened ACMA’s creative
world, with vocal music, orchestra, and theatre filling the Quonset
Hut with artistic energy. For more than a decade this
unconventional space would see performances wild and
unexpected, polished and professional, serious and sometimes
nutty.
To reflect that expanded artistic landscape, ACMA went in search
of a logo. Peter Han, now a professional artist and then a painter
with as clear an artistic vision as community mindset, listened to the
comments of a student volunteer group. “The next morning, he met
me at my office door at 7:30 a.m.” Judy Chown remembers “and said.
‘Is this what you had in mind?’ He had drawn the new logo that we
used for around 8 years.”
Student ownership, even as adults made changes prompted by budget
and bureaucracy, was very real at ACMA. As the 2003 budget crisis
threatened to shutter the district’s arts academy, and, as Judy Chown
remembers, “from November through the end of the year, teachers,
administration, staff, and students testified and made passionate pleas
before the school board in order to save our program,” students made
art.

Drawing, painting,
sculpting, ACMA
students brought
technicolor
creativity to a world
of black and white.
Looking back at the
canvases and into
the sketchbooks of
the early 2000s
reminds us that the
world through
teenage eyes looks
different than it does
to those over thirty.
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Peter Han did more than logos, capturing his teachers in a Star Wars mashup. Yambo as Yoda?
Check. Obi-Wan Tateoka? Yep. Kevin Bennett as an Ewok? But of course.

Kara Kerpan remembers “shadowing for a day as an 8th grader to decide if ACMA was the
school for me. I was instantly sold when I saw people playing music in the hallways. I also loved
that there was a slew of ‘greaser’ guys with slicked back hair!” Hardly strictly domesticated.
Later, as a student, she told me that “my friends and I had a disagreement over dress code and
free expression with the principal and it was featured in the Oregonian. Then there was the field
trip to the ape caves that left all the students soaking wet and giddy on a long bus ride back to
Beaverton. That school really embraced us ‘weirdos’ and gave us a place to be creative and
thrive.”
And, inexplicably, there were accordions. So very ACMA.
By the time in 2003 that ACMA
added 6th graders to the student
body, it had truly become a magnet,
not alternative school, and inside
the students carried with them the
marvelously, unapologetic
“weirdo” DNA of those early
pioneers who had called C.E.
Mason home. Many of those first
students had graduated or were
gone, their passing lamented by
current students who had shared (or
heard stories about) the early years
of the school, but their legacy lived
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on, sometimes openly and sometimes, as that article about rock and roll suggested,
“underground.”
Students had always made their own way, and now they were moving into the 21st century with
the creative, sometimes rebellious, and improvisational attitude of Yes, and...
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18. Tear stained pictures of younger years…
Well I felt so bad when I heard that song,
Ya know it's been such a long long time,
It's a little offbeat and it ain't in tune ya know it's just like this heart of mine…
-Exploding Hearts, 2003
Jeremy used to sneak into Mr. Bennett’s film class to listen to records when
he should have been somewhere else. “I would catch him, usually more than
half way through a film class, sitting in the back of the room, headphones on,
listening to my record collection,” Mr. B remembered. “He’d look up from
The Dead Kennedys, The Talking Heads, Ray Charles, or Johnny Cash,
hoping to stay.”
Adam skated. In addition to
playing bass, like so many 1990s
teenage boys, he rode his
skateboard with the daredevil
abandon of exuberant youth.
Seeing clips of him, and a pack
of other Masonites, skating is a
lesson in fearless teenagerdom.
Matt was the cool kid, the kid in
the leather jacket with the
sensitive heart. He was serious
and deep. Not long after Matt
left ACMA, Mr. Bennett
recalled that he “bumped into
him at
Starbucks and we sat down and had a coffee. He told me all about the
band and how they had gotten a positive review in Rolling Stone. He
looked happy after so much time being less so. It was this really
positive meeting and then he was gone.”
Terry graduated from ACMA in 2001, already a rock and roller, whose
yearbook photo struck a pose that belonged
on an album cover. “What was your
preferred method for leaving campus early?”
a yearbook editor posed him. “I’d just lay in
the backseat of someone’s car who had early
release,” he answered. Rock and roll.
They played in a band, actually a few bands, during their C.E. Mason
years. The Iguanas, the Silver Kings, FU. Walk into Mr. Bennett’s
classroom today and you’ll find a 45 record of the Iguana's inscribed
with a message from Jeremy on the wall.
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But it was after their time at A&C that Jeremy Gage, Adam
Cox, Matt Fitzgerald, and Terry Six made musical history as
the band Exploding Hearts.
Len Comaratta provides a brief history of the band in his
2011 “Dusting ‘Em Off” column, describing Exploding
Hearts as “post-punk” and “power pop – pure, unabashed
pop rock & roll, with catchy hooks and instantly memorable
melodies.” Wild and uninhibited, Exploding Hearts
careened across the landscape of American music like a
teenager in a recycling bin on top of a skateboard flying
downhill.
Masonites from the mid ‘90s will know what I’m talking
about.
Exploding Hearts harnessed the four rebels’ iconoclastic energy and created a collection of ten
songs that feels as vital today as it was when it was released more than a decade ago. Listening to
Guitar Romantic, their 2003 album, is an adventure in swagger, performance, and poetry.
As critic Chris Deville wrote, Guitar Romantic was filled with “sterling songs executed with
unimaginable vitality, and every song on this album was a walk-off home run followed by a
raging kegger.” Rock and Roll.
Guitar Romantic was (and is) a fantastic album and stands as magical musical legacy for this
quartet of Masonites. It’s a reminder of the energy and artistry of a wildly talented and creatively
fearless young band.
So many years later, it’s cool to realize that these shooting stars of rock and roll roamed the same
hallways here at ACMA, then C.E. Mason, that classical legend Morten Lauridsen did back in
the 1950s. Music takes so many forms, various and inspiring.
But then, as stories sometimes do, things turned
tragic.
The most moving version of this part of the story
that I’ve heard comes from another former A&C
student, Lisa, who captured her memories of the
band, the people, and the accident that ended the
lives of three of the four band members in 2003.
Anyone interested in our school’s story owes it to
themself to check out Lisa’s essay, “Shatter My
Heart.” Try not to cry. I couldn’t.
Every morning we begin the day at ACMA with music played through the school rather than a
first bell. Tomorrow morning the song selection will be from Guitar Romantic.
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19. The Elephant and the Dove
The ambitious project involved acting, dancing,
and song, all in the service of celebrating the
history of a visual artist, really two: Frida
Kahlo and Diego Rivera. It was written and
performed by ACMA staff and students, filmed
by ACMA kids, and produced with images
developed by ACMA artists. In 2002 Kahlo’s
View captured the artistic energy of a school
driven by creativity.
Kahlo’s View was a collaboration on the part of
Theater and Dance and was the grand artistic
expression at the end of that year’s “IT” (or
Inter Thematic), which a teacher who was there at the time described as “what capstone was
before it was capstone. It was a requirement, but of the whole school, the entire school
participating with one theme at the center."
So when it came time for a spectacular spectacular, the production that would become Kahlo’s
View was a natural culmination of a year’s creative study.
To watch Kahlo’s View today is to
be wowed by the scope and
aspiration of the project. The
video of complete show,
recovered from a single VHS tape
tucked away in the dance office,
shows a production hard to
believe took place in a Quonset
Hut.
Yet it did.
Dreamy and deliberate, moving
and as symbolic as a Kahlo
painting, the show meanders in
and out of Kahlo’s memories, strikes emotional highs, and fills the stage with feelings as deep as
a great artist (or ACMA teenager) might feel. With drama, pathos, tears, art, wailing, and a
gnashing of teeth, Kahlo’s View has everything you could want in a bio-pic, along with more
than a few interpretive dance numbers and a couple of songs.
Kahlo’s View was was written and directed by Rebecca Singer, ACMA’s drama teacher, and
choreographed by Dance West’s Julane Stites. “We had gotten together once to discuss ideas”
Stites told me, “and really never rehearsed again until we put it together for the tech rehearsal.
We were both blown away at how our work blended. It was as if we had had a million rehearsals
together.”
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The actors and dancers, students at ACMA who cared
deeply about art, inhabited their roles completely. From
words to movement, song to spectacle, they became the
artists they were celebrating.
The Elephant and the Dove, as Kahlo called Rivera and
herself, were the embodiment of the larger than life
existence of unapologetically creative souls. They
resonated with ACMA students and staff who saw in
them two patron saints for the artistic life they were
choosing for themselves.
At this point in its history ACMA was cementing
its sense of self as a haven for artists of all kinds,
a place that demanded artistic integrity, and a
community that supported the creative enterprise.
Students at ACMA had, were, and would think
divergently, perform fearlessly, and live life with
the hearts of artists. They were as powerful as
elephants and as tender as doves.
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20. One More Try
Why are you leaving,
You're saying goodbye.
Why don't you stay,
And give it one more try?
-Exploding Hearts, Guitar Romantic 2003

A student editorial in 2001 lamented the changing face of C.E. Mason: “I think this used to be a
place worth fighting for, but I worry that if I stay here any longer the fight will die in me as well.
I am emotional, I am sensitive, and I care. I don’t ever want to stop caring. Not about what’s
really important in life. Not about my education. And definitely not about people and being a
decent human being,” the editor wrote. “This school may have at one time been worth the down
sides. You would never have been able to take advanced math, or get expensive art supplies, or
have big dances, but there was something here that overcame all that so this wasn’t just a place
to go to school. It was home away from home.”
Home.
It’s a word you hear used by alumni and current students and staff present and past to describe
our little school. Masonites, ACMAniacs, just about everyone who has spent time here
understands that there is something special about the place,
something familial, unique, maybe even a little quirky.
This was true at the opening of the school and shows itself
in today’s ACMA, the only school I know of where a
student might walk by in horns and hooves, not as part of a
dress up day, but just because; where students eat lunch in
the hallways and a stroll from one end of the building to the
other could include a violin concert, students practicing
pirouettes, or playing ukulele; and where one of this
October’s biggest hits was Drag Night.
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In the early part of the 21st century
the changes coming to the school were
seismic. New programs, new teachers,
new focus on arts and academics
changed the way the school walked
through the world. It did not,
however, change that creative spirit of
the students. “Sensitive, caring,” as
that newspaper editor described it,
ACMA remained a place for creative
souls, oddballs, and artists.
You can see the creative tension between the loose gambol of artists and the structured march of
students completing a professional job in the two films that take a stab at answering the question:
“What’s it like at ACMA?” There’s a certain cheeky truth to A Day in the Life of a Shadow
absent from the more obviously sanctioned advertisement for Arts & Communication Magnet
Academy. Both do a great job of showing off campus circa 2002, but only one is obvious in
capturing the pluck of the students of the time.
Both films show, however, that creativity isn’t bound by rules, and even when they try, those in
power can’t completely control the creativity that courses through the veins of students. Nor, I
would add, should they try. Students will always find ways to have their voices heard.
What flowed through ACMA in the early 2000s was an artistic energy that motivated students to
create. Sometimes it was silly, like The Lonely Cheeseburger. Sometimes it was exuberant, like
performances on the Quonset Hut
stage. Sometimes it was in service to
others, like the production of A Fairy’s
Tale that ACMA students took out to
delight elementary schools.
As refined as some would say ACMA
was becoming, it was still the only
school around with Mona Lisa on the
cover of the yearbook, and a set of
ACMA Mona Lisas at that, one heavy
metal hair band, another punk rocker, a
third Flavor Flav, and Mona Lisa
Madonna rounding out the quartet.
Creativity was whispered on the wind.
It appeared in wild celebrations of art like Kahlo’s View and Art is My Voice. It showed up as
electric guitars and accordions.
Talk with students who were here at the start of the 21st Century and you’ll hear stories of
stealing picnic baskets from behind the principal and trying to fit the whole senior class into two
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cars. By 2003 student artwork had returned to the pages of
the yearbook. By 2004 the silly photos were as silly as
ever.
Visual arts and creative writing swelled in the curriculum
right beside those advanced math classes the student editor
from 2001 thought would never happen, though her
editorial ended with an optimism that feels very much like
the spirit of our school. “Our school may be dead,” she
wrote “but I think it’s in every one of us, teachers and
students, new and old, to bring about a change. I believe
you all have integrity and good hearts. Maybe C.E. Mason
is just lying dormant. Maybe it’s just waiting for a time
when it’s safe to return.”
If the art of the time was any indication, things were
changing at Arts & Communication Magnet Academy,
evolving into a diverse array of creative expression.
Alongside this artistic pursuit, a certain spirit held true, a
spirit of good hearted mischief, care for each other, and belief in the power of art. Hindsight
provides a clearer picture of these times, when creativity was shaking out of any perceived
dormancy and stretching its wings to soar.
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21. Pirates and Thumbprints
My favorite yearbooks are the ones that veer
completely from conventionality and make choices
that are particularly bizarre. Yearbooks are the
chronicles of a school, precious tomes that capture a
whole year’s worth of memories between sturdy
covers, they are records of a time that matters so
dearly to students, books tucked away to be revisited
decades later with a smile and blush of memory. So
when yearbooks get kooky, some non sequitur on the
cover or a bold and unexpected theme, I can’t help
but admire the pluck of the editors and the
willingness of the advisor to let her or his kids
simply have fun.
Enter pirates.
Now for the casual reader, someone maybe not tied
to Arts & Communication Magnet Academy, I need
to point out that our school does not have a mascot.
We are not the Cougars or Mavericks or Vikings, we don’t shout “Go Mustangs!” at the big
game (in part because there is no “big game” at ACMA, unless maybe you count the kids playing
sharks and minnows at first lunch). So, when I spotted the 2002-2003 ACMA yearbook I was
struck by the jaunty fellow on the cover, peg legged, hook handed, with a parrot on the shoulder
of his captain’s jacket.
Yes, anyone who knows me knows I dig pirates, but just as much I love creativity and the
unexpected, and this yearbook offers both, as well as some nice nods to ACMA tradition and a
sense of fun that shows up on every page.
One of those traditions is a
page of Senior
Thumbprints, signatures and
stamped fingerprints for
every graduate. This
tradition, that honors
diversity even as it includes
everyone in an organized
image, is a great example of
that balance between
individuality and cohesion
that is ACMA at its best.
The Senior Challenge is
another tradition, now lost
to time, that appears in this
and other mid 2000s
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yearbooks. In 2002-2003 the challenge was to
figure out long many metric feet long the class
was. They didn’t quite make it. Senior Challenges
haven’t been a part of more recent ACMA classes,
but as we bid adieu to our C.E. Mason building, it
strikes me as a good year to bring this one back.
Other traditions have evolved over time. In 2003,
ACMA had a more traditional formal court. These
days the court is less constrained by formality or
gender specifications, but looking at the posed
images from ACMA’s early 21st century royalty is
a reminder of where we’ve been.
Less formal are the staff photos, a playful lot,
including half a dozen smiling adults (well,
alleged adults) who still prowl the hallways of
ACMA today. Seeing them then is a reassurance
that even as we face great change, there is a
certain stability that should reassure us that the
heart of ACMA isn’t our building; it is our people.

Many of those people joined clubs, very much on display in that pirate yearbook. Some are
familiar (Dance West, National Honor Society, and Theatre Ensemble), and some delightfully
unexpected (Brain Bowl and the Cross Country Ski Team), populate the yearbook, smiling
students doing what they love.
Playful candids, and the “so very ACMA” incongruity of Yoda showing up on page 49. It’s a
pirate yearbook, sure, but ...Yoda.

It wouldn’t be a vintage ACMA yearbook without a few misspellings, but no matter how you
spell “Congratulations” the yearbook shouts that ACMA truth that there is a place for everyone
in this colorful world of jazz, art, and creativity.
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...and there’s a page simply titled: Attack of the Russian Toilet Paper Princess. This is not
Beaverton High School.

It certainly was not. As 2004 grad Gretchen remembered, “We were the most random smattering
of kids that could express ourselves uniquely and be different without judgment. We each had
our own claimed part of the L hallway- my spot was this old heater near the stairs to sit, dance
around, and eat at- I only ate in the “cafetorium”- as we called it once the hideous stage was built
(hah), on brown bag lunch performance days… For me it seemed like the best collaborations
started to be born post-2002 and Art is my Voice, when we all realized that coming together
could make pretty inspiring projects.”
Inspiring they were, and inspiring they are. The memories artwork that still whisper through our
hallways like happy spirits haunting a sacred space make ACMA
a magical place. So a decade and a half later, it’s fun to raise our
goblet to the playful souls of years past, and especially that
swashbuckling crew who put together ACMA’s only pirate
themed yearbook (so far). Cheers to Moments to Treasure, a
rollicking good adventure and a perfect window into Arts &
Communication Magnet Academy.
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22. News and a Gong
One of the joys of looking back over the history of Arts
& Communication Magnet Academy is stumbling on
photos, stories, and videos that capture a day in the life
of our school. Formal performances are wonderful, and
looking back at recordings of music, dance, and theatre
is an inspiration; yearbooks offer a window into the past,
they are chronicles striving to present the year writ large;
but for a glimpse into what it was like on campus in
years gone by it’s those more impromptu moments, the
times when daily life or more modest school events were
put on film, that may offer the best seat in the house.
Two of these that do a wonderful job of showing life in
the early 2000s come in the form of ACMA News and a
full recording of the ACMA Gong Show.
Watching the video of the ACMA News is a delight. Predating, but anticipating, “Between Two
Ferns,” this adventure in pluck shows the playful charm that one can imagine those same
teenagers brought to math class and science class and English. Our hosts introduce several
segments, including a look at the major changes to ACMA, with a student body “now above 475
students!” There is also a bit on yearbook photos, with a look behind the scenes at the fans that
blew hair and photographers who captured the silliness. A stock market report, a testament to the
way in jokes age, is delivered in
perfect deadpan. I imagine some
of the students who were here at
the time will get the gag. A
segment on theatre shows the
Quonset Hut as performing space.
And in a surrealistic turn, "TV
Tutors” show up, leaving the
audience with an understanding
that at ACMA “the news” was as
serious as a painting by Dali or a
play by Beckett.
In December 2003 ACMA hosted
their own Gong Show. With a run time of just over twenty minutes, the video of the ACMA
Gong Show shows flashes of talent, humor, and youthful exuberance, all presented with a dash
of silliness that is as much a part of ACMA as artistic ability.
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Current ACMA teachers Jon Gottshall and Geoff
Hunnicutt, both with fantastic facial hair that
should delight today’s students, help judge the
affair. When I showed them the video at least one
of them confessed to a touch of guilt for banging
the cymbal that served as a gong.

The crowd seemed to love the show, laughing
and clapping as the series of performers took the
stage for a variety of acts from serious to
playfully kooky. From a moving rendition of
“Summertime” that had the audience snapping
their fingers to a smiling tune called “Uhhh…” that earned not one but two gongs, ACMA
performers worked the crowd, engaged with the judges, and showed ridiculous talent and a
willingness to be ridiculous.
Not everyone was sure what to do with a cover
of the Talking Heads tune “Psycho Killer,” so
in true ACMA style they chose simply to
enjoy it ...at least until the gong brought the
act to an end. Other students finished songs
before that cymbal crashed, but even for those
who made it, eyes shifting from judge to judge
to judge to gong were the rule, rather than the
exception.
The most rigorous gong came for The Dancing
People, whose act from beginning to (quick)
end brought the crowd to their feet, and the
judges too ...as they rushed for the gong.
The night ended, as the best Gong Shows do, with our emcee lowering expectations for the
winners with: “Keep in mind we don’t have very
nice prizes. What’s that? A used pencil!”
The Dancing People were told they needed to share
their pencil.
The grand prize, delivered with fantastic game
show music and much aplomb ...a pencil!
Laughter ensued. So very ACMA.
There is much, much, much more to the story of
ACMA in the early 2000s than is captured in these
videos, fabulous facts, splendid stories, and
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marvelous memories, and yet as a slice of life these are clear windows into a creative and
wonderful world.
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23. Gramps
His email arrived like a gust of Alaskan wind, ruffling an otherwise uneventful Thursday and
bringing with it a hearty smile.
Nanuq!
That's Inupiaq Eskimo for Bjorn.
I'm trying to find the photos of my grandfather, Dr. CE Mason, which I know I have someplace. I
fear they may be in my Conex shipping container, which is at this time completely buried in
snow.
But these two photos are good for a start. They were taken by my grandmother, Bertha Clement
Mason. She developed and printed her own photos. The information says they were both taken
on the Canby to Molalla Road.
I'll keep looking for the other photos. Gramps was a big fan of getting studio portraits taken.
thanks,
James Mason
Nome Alaska
As many folks know, I spent the better part of the fall searching for a photograph of C.E. Mason,
the fellow our school building was named after in 1949, a local doctor and school board member,
and a truly valued citizen of our little town in the first half of the 20th century. He was, by all
accounts, also known as being generous to those he served as a physician, an advocate for quality
education in Beaverton, and an extremely kind person.
Stories of the hundreds and hundreds
of babies he delivered in the 1920s,
30s, and 40s, many in peoples’ homes,
abound, as do memories of him taking
in payment what his patients could
afford. As I heard these stories in the
fall, I could imagine him traveling the
dirt roads out to farms, calling on those
in need with the care, kindness, and
professionalism that would endear him
to generations of Beaverton families.
With this note from his grandson
James came photographs that brought
those imaginations to life. The first
was of Dr. Mason traveling by horse
and buggy.
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I could almost hear the clop of the horses and see the doctor as he bent his head toward the work
at hand, helping those in need. It reminded me of a story told to me by one of C.E. Mason’s other
grandsons, Richard, who said that once he “met an old couple whose family farm had been sold
to build a new housing development. The couple, twin brother and sister, had a fascinating
personal story that still made them smile.
“They were born at home in the late thirties to a young mother. Back then, twins were a
challenge, so apparently C.E. never told their mother she had twins. She went into labor late one
night and C.E. drove out to the farm and delivered the first baby around 11:30 at night. Then, he
told the mother, “My goodness, we’ve got another baby in here.”
“The mother said, “Well, I’m exhausted. I’m going to sleep.” After 45 minutes, she awakened
and pushed out the other baby, which was born at 12:15 am. The two were delighted to tell
people (all their lives) that although they were twins, they had different birthdays. They smiled
when they told me the story and they were in their late 70’s.”

The next picture, from the same era, shows the tall, lean C.E. Mason, bowler hat and dark suit,
standing in a very Oregonian landscape. Not one to be confined to a city, I thought, not unlike
his grandson in Nome.
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Look close at this photo and you’ll see the rutted dirt road on which Dr. Mason piloted his horse
and buggy. From his dapper bowler and bow tie to his well worn shoes, C.E. Mason is every inch
a country doctor who made a difference. I can almost make out his stethoscope bulging from his
coat pocket.
I love the fact that it was
Bertha Mason who took and
developed the photographs,
something I mentioned to our
current photography classes
when I showed them the
pictures. She was an artist in
her own right, I thought,
looking at that photo in the
woods, and a good one at that.

Another email followed the
first, with two more delightful
pictures. The first gives a face
to Bertha, standing beside her
husband, taken sometime
around 1910. They’re a
handsome couple, poised on
the start of a grand adventure
that will take them from
Illinois to Oregon.
The final photo is a studio
portrait from 1960. The fifty
years that separate these two
photographs were filled with so
very much history, including in
1949 the naming of a new
Beaverton Elementary School
after the good doctor. Arts &
Communication Magnet
Academy now lives on the spot
of C.E. Mason Elementary, and
as we look to rebuild campus at
the end of this year, it makes me happy to have a photograph that we can frame and put in our
office, a nod to a founding father, and a reminder that kindness and generosity, dapper bowlers
and well worn shoes, a sense of civic spirit and a dedication to education will always have a
place in our school.
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On a personal note, I want to say a heartfelt thank you to James Mason for sharing these
beautiful photographs of his “gramps.” They bring to life a person I’ve read much about and
whose story I am proud to share with our school community. Thanks too to Richard Mason for
the memories of C.E. he shared. Learning more about our past helps us gain perspective that can
make our collective future better and better. Thank you.
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24. Quonset Hut
Delightful is his feigned disbelief.

For an art school to create professional grade painting, drawing, dance, music, theater, sculpture,
writing, and film in a building closed as an elementary school in 1974 is astounding to begin
with. Dancers working in portables, musicians too, two programs that would seem to require
bigger, better, and more specialized spaces, and not just making due, but making beautiful art
should have jaws dropping. That filmmakers can produce polished products from a trailer, or that
art studios housed in what were once elementary school classrooms can be the launching pad of
stellar sculpture and fine art should inspire disbelief, legitimate disbelief, at least from anyone
not familiar with Arts & Communication Magnet Academy. And yet…
For any of us who work here, who have gone to school at ACMA, or who are the families of
ACMA artists (of any kind) making it work with what we have has been a part of our artistic life
as long as the school has been around. When the students decided ACMA needed a gallery, they
built one. When the students recognized that they needed to make the school their own, they
painted murals. And when the
burgeoning dance and theatre
programs found themselves without
a performance space, they took to
the Quonset Hut.
Before the Performing Arts Center
came to ACMA, students acted,
danced, and made music on a stage
in one of the most recognizable
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parts of campus, the round roofed building that has been,
in its history on campus reaching back to 1958, an indoor
play area, gym, and cafeteria.
Seeing productions on the main stage of the PAC today,
it’s hard to imagine that this same high quality programing
could ever take place in what looks like an airplane hanger,
and yet…
In 2007, film teacher Corbin Supak played the role of a
visitor to ACMA in 11th grader Megan Gould’s short film
that embraced this dissonance. The PAC was less than two
years away, which may have given these artists the piece
of mind to poke fun at their “FOOD COURT /
AUDITORIUM,” and poke fun they did.
The show begins with Mitchell, an earnest ACMA student,
welcoming our visitor to a campus that should look familiar to alumni and current students alike.
They peek into a converted classroom to see a tap class before heading outside to see “the
performance space” for ACMA’s shows.
Spotting the Quonset Hut the guessing begins: Auto shop? Construction? Scene building shop?
“Where is the entrance?” our visitor
asks, widening his arms to suggest a
grand marquee. “It’s right there,
next to the trash can,” deadpans our
host. They go inside, past the
“ACMA Breakfast Special” and into
“the performers entrance?!?!” Not
so much.
After noticing the “installation art
piece” of a water cooler and some
microwaves, our pair stop to listen
to a rehearsal of the upcoming play.
“Mime?” he asks. “No.”
They notice cafeteria coolers, stacks of tables, and signs proclaiming ACMA an exceptional
school. With a smile almost touching his lips, our host asserts: “This is legitimate theatre.”
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This low key critique of the state of
arts facilities at ACMA stands the test
of time, and as we prepare to close up
the C.E. Mason Elementary building
that ACMA has called home for more
than a quarter century, it’s fun to look
back at the place we’ve made work
for so long. As in the student film,
any cheeky (feigned) disbelief
(because we know that we’ve spun
gold from straw for so long) is made
easier knowing that a new space is on
the horizon, a campus opening in the
fall of 2021 designed to be an art
school.
In three or four years will the current photography room, film room, and art studios be thought of
as being as antiquated as the Quonset Hut? Maybe. I’ll wager that those of us who are able to
spend time at both sites will have stories to tell that will make students new to ACMA widen
their eyes.
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25. Savants
It only makes sense that an unconventional school would have an
unconventional newspaper. The ACMA Savant, a print staple on
campus in the 2000s, began with the mission:
Savant is a student-organized, student-written youth zine. We of
the Savant staff believe that school journalism belongs to the
students and that school news should be reported by the students.
We also believe that each art pathway at our school should be
represented in the paper as equals to the best of our ability. We,
the Savant staff, pledge to work hard, dig deep, and most
importantly, to represent our unique, amazing school to its fullest
extent.”
You can find many Savants catalogued online, and inside these
issues you’ll find a window into the world of Arts &
Communication Magnet Academy as quirky and opinionated,
playful and iconoclastic, funny and heartfelt as the students who populated the school.
A sampling of articles shows ACMA Thespians volunteering at
West Tualatin Valley Elementary School, sharing their love of
performance with kids who saw them as stars; movie reviews,
including advice on what to rent at the video store; and even a
nice feature on Mr. Bertram’s wedding. What school puts in a
feature on a teacher’s wedding? ACMA.
Censorship looms large in
several of the issues,
discussions about the censoring
of Capstones, of student art,
even of Savant articles. One
issue includes a funny mea
culpa about Savant editors
scratching out “one simple
line,” an error in proofreading, as they explained it, that this
many years later sparks curiosity as it prompts a smile.
Horoscopes, editorial cartoons, features on student bands,
Savants throughout the years capture the spirit of ACMA, and a
huge part of that spirit: art.
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From drawings to photographs, poetry, stories, and articles about performances, Savants show
ACMA students doing what they love, celebrating an unconventional school with an
unconventional publication. So very ACMA.
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26. Theatre is Beautiful
Remnants of memory still fill the
walls of the storage area behind the
cafeteria, words from across the
years looking down on piles of
plywood sets and platforms, scraps
of faux brick, wooden boxes,
swinging stage doors, and even a
wooden shield or two. This was once
“backstage,” though there wasn’t
actually a connecting door that
actors could open, when the stage at
ACMA was the south end of the
Quonset Hut. This was before the
Performing Arts Center opened on
campus in 2010 and it saw the
genesis of theatre at ACMA.
“There wasn’t a shell or cyclorama
to hide the wooden backstage
structure” recalls Linda Bloom, who
taught theatre and tech in that
airplane hanger. “One year there was
a technical theatre class. The first
order of business was to paint the
backstage area black. We also
painted the stage black. Lots of black
paint, many hours, several coats. It
was starting to look like a real
theatre space.”
Those early shows were adventures in ingenuity for clever directors, flexible performers, and
Herculean stage managers. “Dressing Rooms? There were two locker rooms behind the stage
area,” explained Linda Bloom. “The custodial staff used one for excess supplies/furniture. The
other was for props and costumes, in bad need of organizing. Tech theatre began to hang
costumes and label the prop boxes. Casts preferred to change in the school restrooms. This meant
the building had to be opened during any type of performance because there were no selfcontained restrooms in the food court facility, proper makeup lights were non-existent. The cast
put on makeup and dressed in the restrooms, while the audience was also using them.” She
laughed at the memory, grief softened by time gone by, and then described the ACMA
production of Bullshot Drummond, a crime farce “with about three thousand props, each used
barely once.”
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Those long tables of plates, and books, and coffee cups, stretched out in the “prop room,” which
Linda explained “was also considered the ‘green room’ where the actors hung when they weren’t
on stage. Of course they couldn’t hear the show, and that meant they couldn’t hear their cues, so
frequent visits to the backstage happened often, so as not to miss an entrance.”

ACMA’s first musical was in that almost real looking space, The Apple Tree, in 2009. Brian
Bertram remembers that “it sat roughly eighty people in very uncomfortable chairs. The
‘dressing rooms’ were on either side of the stage, and some overflow in the portables.
Nevertheless, we had a two person live band (keyboards by Jodie DeHaven, all other instruments
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by Alex Milstead). The refrigerators that always had to stay plugged in would kick on in the
middle of every performance, and they were SO loud! Performances always smelled like chicken
nuggets, and we had little control over the heat. Rehearsals took place all over the school in any
found space with a piano.”
That willingness and ability to stand by the old axiom The show must go on was just something
ACMA theatre did. Our kids owned “our makeshift stage with pride, confidence, and a love of
theatre that transcends the space,” remembers Brian Bertram, “making it a magical place, filled
with passion and excitement.”

The Apple Tree wasn’t the only show with that passion and excitement. Jon Albertson recalled a
production of Much Ado About Nothing set as a 1960s Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon
beach picture. The war was replaced by a surf contest, and he played the friar while his son
played Leonato. “My most vivid memory is completely spacing my lines during the wedding
scene,” he told me “and my son leaned over and cued me.”
Performers working together made the space work, sometimes magically.
From Gossip to Kahlo’s View, jazz concerts, dance
shows, The Good Doctor, and Antigone, ACMA
thespians, musicians, dancers, and other performers
made the stage their own.
Even after those programs left the Quonset Hut,
whispers of memory remain.
They can be heard with visit into the rooms behind
what was the stage today. On the walls, messages
from theatre students (addressed to theatre students)
talk about love, appreciation, and the importance of
taking risks and making art.
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Students who performed in this unique venue could tell
you a thing or two about making creative magic.
Ovid’s Metamorphosis, for example, when Director
David Sikking and his crew built a giant pond to serve as
the stage. Actors were barefoot, and moved over and
around the water as part of the show.
...and when they knew it was coming to an end as a
performance space, creativity had one last surprise. For
ACMA’s production of Alice in Wonderland, theatre
techs cut trapdoors in the stage, knowing this was the
final show. Fanciful, fabulous, and freeing, the
“cafegymnatorium” had one final run to offer the performers.
No matter the space, the creativity that artists bring to their surroundings can be inspiring. As the
back of a weathered metal door tucked in the back of what is now a storage room tells anyone
willing to listen: “Theatre is Beautiful.”
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27 A Surreal and Welcome Luxury
Look back at the newspaper articles chronicling the opening of ACMA’s Performing Arts Center
and you’ll find a sense of wonder and appreciation.

The Oregonian reported on the PAC’s opening back in 2010, quoting ACMA Senior Nathan
Avakian, who said: “For most of the ACMA students, it’s slightly overwhelming. It gives us
something to work up to. When you walk in and you see the space — and it’s gigantic compared
to what we’ve been working in — it makes you to want to do work that has that same size
impact.”
That gigantic ambition to create has continued at ACMA for almost a decade.
But the journey to completion started much earlier, with a groundbreaking ceremony under the
March sun where students talked about the excitement and anticipation that went along with such
an impressive building. Until the late 2000s “new construction” at ACMA meant portables or
1958’s Quonset Hut; the PAC would be a huge step forward in the life of our little school.
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Brian Bertram, who has directed plays in both the
PAC and Quonset Hut, described the Performing
Arts Center as “a grand palace, filled with bells and
whistles, begging us to play to our hearts’ content.
We have our large proscenium auditorium,
microphones, and high-tech lighting instruments
(that can be programmed to move on their own!), a
truly pre-professional space where students can
learn how the larger theatres in the “real world”
operate.” And… he added, “for a more intimate
experience, students can be seen acting and teching
in the Blue Box, a black box theatre that (for a
piece of nostalgia) still runs with the light board
from our cafeteria stage days!”
The PAC has seen performances and art shows
large and small, with Art is My Voice taking over
the foyer gallery every spring, scores of Senior
Capstones, dance shows, musicals, plays, and
concerts. It’s in the PAC that we have movie
nights, open mic nights, storytelling, and huge
collaborations like this year’s ACMA Spectacular.
During the school day it also serves as a place where we come together as a student body for
assemblies, to hear guest artists, and gather in those times we need to be together. The red
interior was aptly described by former principal Michael Johnson as the color of a heart.
As ACMA’s Savant newspaper said in 2010: “With velvety red interior, harmonious acoustics,
and plush folding chairs, stepping inside the new Performing Arts Center strikes any student as a
surreal and welcome luxury.”
…the heart of our campus.
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28 Paper Dresses
As the 2000s became the 2010s ACMA continued to
evolve as an arts school. Students pursued traditional
pathways like painting, drawing, dance, and theatre,
and pushed the boundaries of art in ways as creative
and diverse as the students themselves.
One example of this exuberant innovation came when
an unusual fashion show took to the main stage of the
PAC: Paper Dresses.
Gail Heymann, who taught the book arts class behind
the show, remembered groups led by seniors
collaborating on designing and creating a “creative
fashion made of paper.” They worked together to
choose materials, much from the stacks and stacks
“hoarded” in the back storage room. Then, using
sheet music, recycled material, and patterned paper,
they became fashion designers.
Dance instructors worked with the models on their
runway struts, an audience of students filled the PAC,
and with the jazz band playing behind them, paper
dresses took to the stage.
Look at photos of the event and you’ll be inspired by the whimsy and artistry of the student
designers. The dresses, vests, and hats are all made from paper, soaring expressions of creativity.

The models look like they’re having a good time too.
As one graduate put it: “I always felt a little like a wizard, and when I came to ACMA I found
my Hogwarts.”
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Dumbledore to that Hogwarts for thirteen years was Michael Johnson, who cared for deeply
about the arts and his student artists. In the spirit of ACMA, he answered the request of his
graduates in 2014 with a song.
A student accompanied Mr. Johnson on piano when during the commencement ceremony the
principal picked up a microphone and sang The Prayer, a song made popular by Celine Dion.
His voice filled the performing arts center
with care and paternal affection as he sang:
Just like every child
Needs to find a place,
Guide us with your grace
Give us faith so we'll be safe
ACMA has been, is, and will continue to be
that place of safety and grace, passion and
purpose, acceptance and celebration. Its magic is hard to pin down, but no less tangible than a
paper dress or a song.
What is ACMA? Ask a dozen ACMA students and you’ll get thirteen answers. None, I’ll wager,
are better than this summation by current ACMA freshman Eli Merritt. “In jazz, everything is
about making chaos orderly, whether it’s learning to solo calmly at an incredibly slow tempo
behind a singer or playing some lick at lightning fast speeds. I believe that can be used to
represent ACMA as a whole. We’re chaotic, but our chaos is the most organized thing about
most of us. And that’s true for all of our art forms. Here at ACMA, we are more than just the
artists, we are the art. We are more than individuals, we are a family.”
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29. Today
I sometimes get asked what it’s like to work at ACMA. People know the school for our amazing
performances, have been impressed by our students’ artwork, or maybe even visited campus to
watch a senior capstone or volunteer at a dance or activity. They know that we’re a place of wild
creativity, acceptance (even encouragement) for the unconventional, and a place where students
can discover themselves as people as well as artists.

Are there really students who wear horns/stilts/tails/capes/youfillintheblank? some ask. Yeah, I
answer. But we’re more than any fashion choice.
Do students really play music in the hallways, take dance for PE, and don’t have a mascot? Yep.
But we’re more than these choices and exuberant expressions of art.
You were in a student’s film about cannibals? We’re more than any single strange decision by
the principal. We’re ACMA.
A magical place.
As I reach the end of a long series of posts on Arts & Community Magnet Academy’s history, I
wanted to pause long enough to share a handful of the pixie dust that is ACMA today.
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These half dozen stories seem, from my perspective, to capture some of the magic that is our
school. If you’re willing to click on the links, you’ll find a window into our world. They
certainly can’t catch all the spirit of our little school, but taken as snapshots can give a sense of
the family album.
Any ACMA album would include silly photos. Our yearbook, for instance, knows the value of a
rainbow wig, false glasses, and giant doughnut.
Silly
One of the best gifts a new principal can get is a copy of the most recent yearbook. Beyond
seeing what matters most to a school (the football team gets two pages; the drama club gets one)
it’s the rows of school photos that help the most by providing a cheat sheet by which to learn
names.
How happy I was then when last June I visited ACMA, my new home, and not only did I get to
spend a full day on campus, but on my way out the yearbook advisor presented me with a copy
of The Spectrum. I would know every teacher’s name by the first staff meeting, I thought. So
prepared.
Now at ACMA the unexpected is expected, the unconventional is commonplace, and as if to
underscore that fact, when I got back to my hotel after an amazing ACMA dance recital, I saw
that like so much of what we do here, the faculty mug shots were just a little different.

These were not going to help me learn names.
What the staff photos were, however, were perfect windows into the playful soul of a place with
an imagination large enough to contain professional quality art, profound learning, and an
unapologetic sense of whimsy.
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Fast forward to this fall, and our registration day before
the start of the year. We had all the usual stations:
paperwork, bookkeeping, class schedule pick up, and ID
card photos, and then, at the end of the line, tucked in a
dressing room in the back of the theater, two yearbook
students with a pile of props and a camera welcomed
every soul coming to ACMA with a smile and the
invitation to do something out of the ordinary.
Anxiety melted from many of our incoming sixth
graders’ faces as they heard from two smiling teachers
and the yearbook kids: “Here at ACMA we take silly
yearbook photos!” Some of our returning students grinned as they pulled out their own props.
Two girls took their yearbook photo holding their pet pug.
Never in my life have I laughed so much on registration day.
The next week that laughter returned as we ended our staff meeting with a photo shoot and a
baby shower. Unrelated, except for joy.
Like the kids, our staff grabbed hats and glasses,
wigs, buckets, and clown noses and created their
own bit of silliness as we posed for the yearbook
photographers. One of my favorite parts of that
day was seeing the kids taking the pictures
laughing at the teachers, just big kids themselves.
When we stepped out front of the school to take
our staff photo, a brand new baby and a few little
kids joined us. Unapologetic whimsy.
In this serious world, and in a profession that
matters so very much, I am thankful every day
that I work at a place that makes room for the
ridiculous.
It’s true that we can take what we do (art, teaching, learning) seriously and ourselves a little less
so.
And if our yearbook makes it harder to learn names, then the playfulness inside does something
else, something maybe more important. It serves as a reminder that laughter and fun have a place
in everything we do. To forget that would be silly.

Halloween at ACMA is a national holiday, and more than a good excuse for students (and staff)
sharing their creativity in a playful and proudly public way. It is a great day to expect the
unexpected and more fun than anyone should have at school.
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National Holiday
I saw my first unicorn at 6:35 am. She
walked out of the dark and into the cafeteria
to stay warm before school, joining a pack
of students who had spent time planning and
creating costumes for a big day at Arts &
Communication Magnet Academy.
Back in the main office, after a bus duty of
watching remarkable creations walk onto
campus, I found two pirates smiling at the
pumpkin left anonymously the night before
and decorated with my name and a llama, a
reference to Rojo, the therapy llama, who
had visited earlier in the month.
Together we laughed at the parade of costumes that stopped
by: The Hulk, complete with green face paint; an impeccably
mustachioed gondolier, whose facial hair was as carefully
sculpted as it was real; and a body builder toting a giant
dumbbell and looking like someone out of a 1920s circus
…and those were some of my teachers.
Here at ACMA we begin each day by playing music over the
PA in lieu of a bell, and as we were getting ready to cue up
the theme from Harry Potter The Cat in the Hat stopped by,
joined by a cheetah, and Chuck Norris …more staff.
Students got into the act as well, an outpouring of creativity
that captured the outrageous skills our students have in art
and performance. Clowns
and zombies, Ghostbusters
and vegetables, dogs, cats,
fairies, and even a skunk,
the wild abundance of costumes was overwhelming. Stepping
into the hall as the opening strains of Harry Potter filled the
school I saw …everything. Herds of unicorns. Tweedle Dee
and Tweedle Dum. Chefs. Cowpokes.
At lunch I hung out with a seven foot tall satyr.
I must have looked a little overwhelmed at the spectacle of it
all when one of my math teachers smiled at me and said: “Here
at ACMA Halloween is a national holiday.”
What a glorious thing that is.
I love that ACMA, as strong academically and artistically as it
is, is on an average day a school of plush ears, horns, and tails.
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Our students, and our staff too, know the value of having fun and expressing themselves.
Today’s costumes didn’t have to be fancy or expensive; the best were hand crafted celebrations
of the creative spirit.
ACMA is a place where students make art and live life artistically, and on the 31st of October
…well at ACMA that’s a national holiday.

A Yellow Bathrobe
Halloween. It’s a tough topic in some quarters in education. I’ve worked at schools where it was
one of the worst days of the year for administrators like me, confiscating Jason’s carving knife,
counseling pregnant nuns, and persuading the masses that togas might not be a fantastic idea at
school.
At one high school I followed a fellow in a full gorilla suit on a merry chase that led through and
then off campus, ending in the parking lot of a run down apartment complex. When he was
unmasked, like something out of a Scooby Doo cartoon, it turned out that he was a senior we’d
expelled who was wanted by the police.
Don’t get me started on ninjas.
It doesn’t help that off the shelf costumes marketed to appeal to teens often carry the word
“naughty” in their description: nurse, superhero, witch. For the fellows, gore, drag, or innuendo.
A principal I once worked for used to say “I’d rather come in and work on Christmas day than
deal with this Halloween nonsense.” Behind closed doors he did not use the word “nonsense.”
As a principal I’ve always tried to appeal to common sense. A student once helped me with a
video to underscore the importance of the no mask policy.
I’ve always tried to encourage homemade and clever over store bought raunch, and still, the
water polo player covered in Hulk green body paint and wearing only a purple speedo…
Ah, Halloween.
So, then I got to ACMA. Folks told me that at our creative school Halloween was a national
holiday. I found out it is. And getting ready for this year’s parade of creativity my office staff,
my wife, and my kids all told me that as the principal I had to dress up. As a substitute? I
offered. No. A petty bureaucrat? Nope.
Then one day in September when I’d tweeted some photos of student art, a couple of my staff
spotted a painting and said that they had the answer.
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The coffee wielding human staring down the
…something fantastic and wild, they said, needed
to be my costume.
Halloween arrived, face painted and trailing a cape.
I met it wearing a yellow bathrobe and sipping
coffee from a green mug.
We started the day, as we had the year before, with
music from Harry Potter, a recognizable and
magical theme, played over the intercom. Walking
the hallways was an adventure in color and
creativity. A giant camera, David Bowie, and an
amazing handcrafted wolf laughed alongside
Dorothy, Toto, and one of the most elegant green
faced witches I’d ever seen.
I started visiting classrooms. In one the Morton Salt
Girl, Taako, and Bob Ross sat next to a Royal
Guard from the Tower of London, a vampire with
real fangs, and Little Red Riding Hood. Incredible.
I spotted two avocados, a giraffe, and a biker in
black pleather. More than the usual plush ears and tails giggled through the hallways, rubbing
shoulders with pirates, cowboys, and Bilbo Baggins.
Two matching Waldos asked if I wanted to play hide and seek.
Perhaps the most striking thing about Halloween at ACMA is the
overwhelming creativity on display. These are wildly artistic students
with talent to match their imaginations. The best costumes are always
homemade, clever, and rooted in fun. Simple or complicated, big or
subtle, this celebration of art is, at its best, a window into our collective
soul.
As I strolled my radio crackled and I got the call that a history teacher,
who would later arrive as a mummy, was held up in traffic. I had a
chance to cover his AP US History class for a few minutes.
I unlocked the door and as students filed in, steampunk, cub scout, and
zombie, there was the artist of my inspiration painting herself. It
brought me no end of joy that she, and her peers, recognized my
costume without explanation.
Magical things happen at our little school, sometimes on Halloween.
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Here we believe in the transformative power of art, including the possibility of creating a
community welcoming to all and truly a haven for hope and justice.
Being (more) Human
“The precise role of the artist, then, is to illuminate that darkness, blaze roads through vast
forests, so that we will not, in all our doing, lose sight of its purpose, which is, after all, to make
the world a more human dwelling place.”
-James Baldwin
We are, as a school, a community that can. We can create art with wild abandon. We can create
connections with real purpose. We can create community with a clear conscience.
What we can’t do is rely on reputation, no matter
how well earned. That ACMA is a place that is
welcoming to all, that we are a school that
honors and celebrates students of diverse
backgrounds, cultural heritages, gender
identities, and points of view is a reality we need
to continue to build day by day, interaction by
interaction, and purposeful choice by purposeful
choice.
I see this choice of kindness every day as I walk
through our halls. A commitment to kindness,
and to each other, manifests itself in activities
like the Kindness Project that some of our students took on earlier in the year, the boards of
affirmations in our hallways, and the support I see in classrooms across campus as students strive
to create and refine their art.
As a school we’ve made the choice to hang banners in the hallways celebrating more than just
upcoming events and school spirit. A quotation from Martin Luther King hangs above our front
door, another from Henry James reminds the students:
Three things in human life are important. The first is to be kind. The second is to be kind. And
the third is to be kind.”
Just outside our main office two displays celebrate the sense of belonging we hope all our
students and staff feel here at ACMA. One, with silly yearbook photos of our staff against a
backdrop of puzzle pieces leaves one spot for the observer; a mirror at eye level hangs next to the
words “You fit right in.” I see students look at this every week.
Across the hallway another set of puzzle pieces decorate the wall just inside the front door.
Surrounding a hand crafted “Welcome to ACMA,” the ACMA set against a rainbow, are
connected puzzle pieces made by every new student to our school. On the first day of classes
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new students each decorated a puzzle piece and now
every day they can see how they fit together to form the
colorful mosaic of Arts & Communication Magnet
Academy.
But kindness isn’t as simple as a jigsaw puzzle. Human
nature can be cruel as often as it is kind. Stress, fear,
and anxiety can make us careless, inconsiderate, or
even mean. Teenagers aren’t immune to the thoughtless
word or inconsiderate remark that escapes from the best
of adults.
And in the face of this reality, art.
In his 1962 essay “The Creative Process” James Baldwin described the challenges and
opportunities of being an artist. As he writes about the “battle” societies have all had with “the
incorrigible disturber of the peace – the artist” he lands on the idea that it is the power of art that
illuminates the truth and has the possibility to make change.
Baldwin describes the tension between artists and society as necessary, art providing the
questioning that allows society to transform; society providing the structure needed for such
institutions as education. As vigorous as this tension can be, he maintains that:
“Societies never know it, but the war of an artist with his society is a lover’s war, and he does, at
his best, what lovers do, which is to reveal the beloved to himself and, with that revelation, to
make freedom real.”
That freedom he writes about it more than a freedom to do, but also a freedom to see clearly the
possibilities for societies to be their best, to confront injustice, to heal divisions, and to practice
hope.
Through art, we have the potential to “make the world a more human dwelling place.”
Writing of the particular place of American artists, as true in 1962 as 2018, Baldwin suggests:
“We are the strongest nation in the Western world,
but this is not for the reasons that we think. It is
because we have an opportunity that no other nation
has in moving beyond the Old World concepts of
race and class and caste, to create, finally, what we
must have had in mind when we first began speaking
of the New World.”
Locally, here at ACMA we have the possibility to
transform ourselves through art in a way that
Baldwin imagines for the greater world. Beyond
puzzle pieces and vinyl banners, in addition to
posters and projects, through the art our students
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create we can question, challenge, and celebrate the world we live in.
In ACMA’s Hallway of Hope and Justice our students share thoughtful and thought provoking
pieces that ask our student body to question, reflect, and act. Posters celebrate the diversity of
our community and show that as a school we value each student, each person, who is a part of
our community. That there are many voices in that hallway is a result of Baldwin’s belief that the
role of artists is to “drive to the heart of every answer and expose the question the answer hides.”
If we believe in Baldwin’s assessment of the role of the artists, it is through our creative spirit
that we can “illuminate that darkness” and “blaze roads through vast forests.” Here at ACMA it
is through paint and movement, ink and music, clay, cameras, and creativity that we can
reinforce the goodness we want to see in our world.
In the weeks ahead I look forward to working with our artists to think about this social aspect of
the work they create. What opportunities do we have? What truth do we want to tell? How can
we, each of us, make our world a more human dwelling place?

That hope and justice extends beyond the community writ large, and shows itself in the little and
profoundly meaningful interactions we see every day.

M-I-C …see the best in others
The wire sculpture of Mickey Mouse
wasn’t his, so when I saw him bending
it where it hung in the hallway I
stopped to watch what was going on.
Concentrating, he squinted into his
work, fingers working over the wire,
reforming the circle of an ear. As I
watched another student joined him,
asking “What’s up?”
“I bumped it,” he answered, finishing
the job of fixing the wire. “But it’s
okay now.”
That little action said a lot about life at
ACMA. That we are a school with a
wealth of student art hanging in the
hallways: wire sculptures, drawings, paintings, and more, and hanging not behind glass, but at
eye level for everyone to see, is significant. That that artwork doesn’t get ruined or damaged by
mischievous hands is profound. It’s also indicative of who we are as a school community.
Later in the week a teacher told me about another incident that seemed to capture our ACMA
spirit. She’d lost her keys after a staff meeting and when she told my amazing secretary, whose
work day was ending, they set off on a quest that lasted more than two hours. During the search
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our night custodian scoured through a dumpster, the teacher and secretary circumnavigated the
building, and when hope seemed lost they made phone calls to see if they could track down any
leads. When the keys turned up, the teacher’s joy came in second to her appreciation of those she
works with. As my secretary told her: “That’s what friends do.”
It is.
And it matters so much.
This isn’t to say that things are perfect. We’re human, all of us, and sometimes we act like it. It’s
in those moments that we need most the examples of kindness we see in others and the reminder
to listen to the better angels of our nature that our school does its best to promote.
I see students having a voice in urging acceptance and positivity every time I walk down the
hallways. Some of our middle schoolers just completed a positive body image project and are
proudly sharing visual representations of their fine work across the hall from that wire sculpture I
saw the student repairing.

I see staff reminding each other of the value of care, offering heartfelt appreciations to start every
staff meeting, sharing handwritten thank you cards, and treating each other like friends.
Here at ACMA, a place of exuberant creativity and spectacular performances, we are a
community that likes applause, and as I hear students laughing and clapping as they eat lunch in
the hallways, encouraging each other in classes, and showing acceptance for each other as they
navigate the search for self so common in adolescence, I’m given hope that all will be well.
Sometimes the wire of our ears gets bent out of shape, usually a result of some sort of
carelessness, but I believe that there are an abundance of people in the world, who -inspired by a
positive community- will pause and put the effort into making things right again.
“So very ACMA.”
Yep. That’s us.
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Thank You
A project like this doesn’t happen without lots of help. Lots. The many, many kind people who
have added perspective, information, and personal stories have made my attempt at capturing
some of the flavor of ACMA possible.
There is hardly room to name them all here, but I wanted to offer a special shout out to Margaret
Fitzgerald, Maria Iverson, Adin Biederman, Kevin Bennett, James Mason, Richard Mason, Jill
Adams, Linda Fallon, Morten Lauridson, Peter Michael Bauer, Lisa Wells, Kreeya Olson, Judy
Chown, Kuli’a Ferguson, Nat Jorgens, and Linda Bloom. The richness these individuals added to
my little narrative cannot be underappreciated. They, and the scores of others who contributed a
memory, photo, or quotation to this collection of stories are ACMA heroes.
We will all miss walking in through the rounded portico of the building that has been the home
of Arts & Communication Magnet Academy since the school began. We will miss the
wainscoting on the hallways (though we’re looking to repurpose some of that for the reception
desk of our new building), the murals on the walls, and even our Quonset Hut. And…
As all artists know, the act of living is a work of art, and as we tumble forward into the great
unknown, we do so together, bringing with us a sense of history, a taste for trying something
new, and the collaborative attitude of a group of creative souls heading off on a grand adventure.
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